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FOREWORD

This report presents the second of five detailed residential designs developed on

the Detailed Residential Photovoltaic System Preferred Designs Study. The program

is being conducted by the Advanced Energy Programs Department of the General Electric

Company, Space Division with Mr. E. M. Mehalick as Program Manager. The program

is being performed under Sandia Laboratories Contract 13-8779 under the direction

of Dr. Gary Jones.

The choice of hardware for this design was made primarily based on available data

within the time constraints of this effort and should not be considered an endorse-

ment of this hardware. The set of designs will consider the implementation of

various hardware components including different flat PV modules, selected roof

mounted concentrator arrays and various power conditioning equipment. The complete

set of system designs will, therefore, provide detailed design information on several

manufacturers hardware options.

The intent of the detailed design was to provide sufficient detail for obtaining a

system installation cost estimate. A design package for this installation can be

formulated using the two appendices (Appendix A, Power Conversion Subsystem Specifica-

tion and Appendix B, Electrical Installation Specifications), along with a drawings

package (architectural drawings Al-All and electrical drawings El-E7). These draw-

ings are included as foldouts within the report text.
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The system design development and preparation of this report was supported by

contributions of the following individuals: Mr. G. Tully, of Massdesign Archi-

tects and Planners, Inc., for the residential house design, photovoltaic array

installation details, and thermal subsystem design support and specification;

Mr. G. W. Johnson, of Johnson and Stover, Inc., for the electrical system

installation specification; General Electric employees including Mr. R. Felice

for overall system design; Mr. J. Parker for system performance analysis;

Mr. G. O'Brien for electrical system design support; and Mr. N. Truncellito

for thermal system design support.
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SECTION 1

BACKGROUND

Application Description

The solar system design described in this report is for a residential

two story house located in the Northeast region of the country typified by the

Boston/Madison weather environment. A side-by-side photovoltaic/thermal system

design was developed for the application.

The house is considered to be new construction in 1986 with a living floor

area of 158m2 (1700 ft2) and a rectangular south facing roof area of 101m2

(1090 ft2). A perspective of the house is shown in Figure 1-1. The house

design includes passive solar and energy conservation features projected for

1986. An advanced performance 3 ton heat pump is used for heating and cooling and

hot water provided by an electric hot water heater. The system design can

also be applied to fossil powered heating and hot water equipment with a vapor

compression unit providing air conditioning requirements. This option was eval-

uated in Section 6. The house has a two car attached garage and a greenhouse.

A slightly oversized equipment room is provided between the garage and the green-

house for the PV and thermal equipment and provides additional storage area.

The electrical energy derived from the PV system serves the normal house-

hold electrical requirements including general appliances, lighting, cooking,

hot water heating and heat pump operation. When PV generated energy exceeds

the house requirements excess energy is directed back to the utility grid.
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The thermal energy generated serves the domestic hot water heating requirements

and supplements the heat pump output during the heating season in a simple

parallel system arrangement.

Design Criteria

The objective of the program is to develop designs of residential photo-

voltaic systems which can be used as reference in regard to the installation

details, typical equipment requirements and system performance estimates. The

level of detail is sufficient to allow independent cost estimates for instal-

lation of the system. Specifications for equipment are based on currently

available components or similar equipment, if the component is not available.

In general, the homeowner was considered as the system user and,

therefore, operation and maintenance requirements typical of conventional

HVAC systems were assumed. No instrumentation is included with the system,

since it is assumed a mature system installation.

To evaluate the performance of the system design, typical hourly elec-

trical load profiles and space conditioning demands for the hypothetical house

were used. These load profiles were developed in the GE Regional Residential

Study, Reference 1 and updated in the Residential Load Center Study, Reference 2.

All the system performance analyses were completed based on these hourly loads

and using Typical Meteorological Year (TMY) weather data as developed by

Sandia Laboratories. Life cycle cost analyses, based on system performance.
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and cost estimates, were used for system sizing and tradeoffs.

Project Team

The project team for the design effort consisted of the participants list-

ed in Figure 1-2. General Electric Company, Advanced Energy Programs Department,

was the prime contractor with responsibility for system design and integration

and project management. Massdesign Architects and Planners provided the details

of the house design and analysis support related to the solar array installa-

tion. Johnson and Stover, Inc., provided the installation drawings for the

electrical equipment associated with the photovoltaic system.

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY

ADVANCED ENERGY PROGRAMS

SPACE DIVISION

MASS DESIGN ARCHITECTS
JOHNSON & STOVER, INC. AND PLANNERS

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS

"EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATION
"ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION

DRAWINGS

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

SOLAR SYSTEM DEFINITION

PERFORMANCE ESTIMATES
MAJOR EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS

*DOCUMENTATION

ARCHITECTURAL DRAWINGS

THERMAL INSTALLATION
DRAWINGS

Figure 1-2. Project Team
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Report Format

The report is organized to present the design details in the main section

of the report and all background data and material in the Appendices. Section 2

is a concise summary section presenting the design in bullet form and discus-

sing key lessons learned from the design. All of the design details are present-

ed in the next three sections: Section 3 presents the System Description;

Section 4 presents the Residential House Design; and Section 5, the Subsystem

Specifications. The latter section includes most of the electrical installa-

tion drawings and details and discusses the three primary subsystems; the array,

the power conversion subsystem (PCS) and the thermal subsystem. The last main

section of the report presents system design alternatives which can impact the

photovoltaic system design. These options include extending the design for

fossil fired heating and hot water systems and evaluating a solar thermal domes-

tic hot water system.

Finally, the Appendices include design details such as the power conver-

sion subsystem specification, and electrical system installation specification.

Background material is also included on the cost assumptions and input data

utilized in the design tradeoffs and several backup design tradeoffs and paramet-

ric variations.
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SECTION 2

SUMMARY

This section presents a brief overview of the key system design elements and

a synopsis of key design tradeoffs. The details of each of the topic areas are

discussed more thoroughly in subsequent sections of the report.

A side-by-side photovoltaic/thermal system with utility feedback was designed

for a two-story all-electric house in the Northeast. The three major system

elements are the photovoltaic array, the electric power conversion subsystem, and

the thermal subsystem. A key to the sizing of the PV and thermal array is the

relative cost of each system. Therefore, the ratio of the costs associated with

each system was varied parametrically to define ultimate sizing of the PV and

thermal array. In general, the results indicate larger PV array area and minimal

thermal array area for the set of cost assumptions described in Appendix E. A

thermal system of adequate size, however, was selected to assure sufficient

design details for determining system installation costs. The PV system was

sized nominally at 6.7 kWp based on roof area limitations. A separate thermal

system design was also developed for a side-by-side solar hot water system for

comparison. The solar hot water system, since it was less complex and has

less components, showed better economic viability than the parallel solar heat

pump space heating and hot water system. Both systems will probably be available

in the 1986 time frame. The following panes summarize the system design.
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HOUSE DESCRIPTION

" The house design is for a TWO-STORY residence of NEW CONSTRUCTION for the
Northeast region of the country.

" The design includes PASSIVE SOLAR FEATURES and ENERGY CONSERVATION FEATURES
projected for 1986. A GREENHOUSE is attached on the southern exposure.

* There is 158 m2 (1700 ft2) living area
roof area.

" The house is ALL ELECTRIC with a 3-ton
heater.

" The site layout has a two car attached
imately acre.
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SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

" The system consists of a separate GRID CONNECTED photovoltaic array with a6.7 kW NOCT rating and a thermal array which provides a SOLAR ASSIST to theHEAT PUMP and DOMESTIC HOT WATER HEATER.

" The PV array uses the ARCO SOLAR BLOCK IV BATTEN2SEAM MODULE in a 28 series
by 4 parallel circuit arrangement covering 73.6m of roof area.

" The thermal array uses 10 Sunworks Solecto collectors covering 19.5 m2 of
roof area.

" The power conversion subsystem uses an 8 kW SELF-COMMUTATED MAX POWER TRACK-
ABACUS INVERTER to convert dc generated power to ac and to match ac supply
voltage to the load.

" The system operation is PARALLEL AND SYNCHRONIZED WITH THE UTILITY.

" Excess generated power is FEDBACK to the utility.

" The thermal subsystem has a 350 GALLON WATER THERMAL STORAGE component and
an 80 GALLON DOMESTIC HOT WATER TANK.

BACK-UP

PV __ _____ DC/AC
ARRAY INVERTER

MAX. POWER
TRACKER

THERMAL THERMAL
ARRAY STOBASE

GENERAL
LOADS

HEAT
PUMP

HOT
WATER
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PV SYSTEM OPERATION

* The system has AUTOMATIC STARTUP and SHUTDOWN control.

* SYSTEM OPERATION is summarized by the sequence below.

1. At sunrise in the automatic "on" mode, the ac line contactor is closed
and the phase lock loop and maximum power tracker are energized.

2. During the daylight period, the inverter will continue to operate
until the dc input voltage falls below 160 V.

3. The inverter will track maximum power point within + 1 per cent
over the range of 160 to 240 Vdc.

4. The interruption of utility-supplied power will cause the ac contactor
to open and remain open until line voltage is restored.

5. At sunset, the inverter ac contactor will open when the net power output
falls to zero. This contactor will remain open throughout the night to
eliminate any parasitic losses.

UTILITY
SERVICE

EXTERIOR
SWITCH

PHOTOVOLTAIC
ARRAY

INTERIOR
SWITCH

.a.

INVERTER

CONTACTOR

FILTER BRIDGE TRANSFORMER A

(dc) CONTROLS (ac)

ON/OF F

SWITCH

MAIN CB-

VARISTOR

PV CB

TYPICAL
BRANCH

SERVICE
PANEL
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THERMAL SUBSYSTEM OPERATION

9 The system has AUTOMATIC STARTUP AND SHUTDOWN control.

9 A control center regulates operational sequences for solar thermal energy
collection, storage and utilization loops, as well as auxiliary backup.

* SYSTEM OPERATION is summarized by the sequence below.

1. The collector and storage loop pumps are activated when a temperature
difference of 8.30C is registered between the collector surface and
the bottom of the thermal energy storage (TES) tank.

2. Operation continues until the temperature difference is less than 2.8 C.

3. Flow is diverted through the heat dump when the TES temperature is
greater than 87.80C.

4. Circulation is activated from the TES to the domestic hot water (DHW)
tank when a temperature difference of 3.30C exists between the top of
the TES tank and the bottom of the DHW tank and continues until
the temperature difference falls to less than 1.1 0C.

5. Flow is activated to the hydronic coil when the TES temperature is
26.7 C or greater. This is an adjustable setting.

6. If the hydronic coil cannot meet the space demand, then the flow to
the hydronic coil is stopped and the heat pump activated and operated
in a conventional mode.

EXPANSION
TANK

SOLAR~~

COLLECTORS STORAGE

HEAT HEAT TANK

DUMP EXCHANGER (TES)

EXPANSION TANK

PUMP (P2) /

PUMP (PI)

DIFFERENTIAL

CONTROLLER

12R

PUMP (P3) HP
COIL

HYDRONIC

HYDRONIC
COIL

HOT WATER

TANK N

TSUP

TGR

PP(P4)

FAN
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PHOTOVOLTAIC ARRAY

" The array consists of bitten PV modules connected in a 28 series by 4 parallel
network covering 73.6 m of roof area.

" The array is oriented due south with a roof pitch of 400.

" The modules are direct mounted on top of the roofing felt and plywood roof
sheathing. They form a weather tight seal,

" The modules are installed by an overlapping procedure similar to a conventional
batten seam roof. The modules are held in place by clips screwed into the roof.
Electrical interconnections are made with patented connectors which run along the
batten seam.
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PHOTOVOLTAIC MODULES

" The module is currently under development by ARCO Solar, Inc. of Chatsworth,
California, as part of the JPL Block IV procurement. The development module
currently uses circular cells.

* The module specified for the design is a high density version which uses ARCO-
Solar 70 mm square cells with 16 cells connected in series and 7 parallel
circuits for a total of 112 cells per module.

* For a NOCT of 63*C, the maximum power output
SOC conditions (1 kW/m2 , 20*C ambient, 1 m/s

* A summary of module characteristics include:

* Module weight:

" Total cell area:

4.8 kg

0.5488 m2

2
* Exposed module area: 0.657 m

is 60.0 Watts, and 6.0 Volts at
wind speed).

* Module packing factor: 0.835

* Nominal size: 1.2 m long by
0.58 m wide

59>
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THERMAL COLLECTORS

" The thermal collector is a flat plate model called the Solecto® and it is
currently available from Sunworks of New Haven, Connecticut.

" The collector uses a SELECTIVELY COATED COPPER absorber, with a SINGLE-
GLAZING of low iron, 1/4 inch tempered class in an extruded ALUMINUM frame.

* The collector has INTEGRAL MANIFOLDING for ease of installation.

" The design installation consists of 10 collectors covering 19.5 m2.

" A summary of collector characteristics include:

" Collector size: 2.13 m long by 0.91 m wide

" Collector weight: 51.4 kg

" Effective absorber area per panel: 1.7 m2

Data from Sunworks Brochure
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Liquid-Cooled Solector', Black Chrome Coating
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av. amb. temp. 73.60 F. av. amb. temp. 100.56 F.
(x) Field data (o) Field data

Tests conducted by Soiar Energy Analysis Laboratory; Desert Sunshine Exposure Test, Inc.



POWER CONVERSION SUBSYSTEM

" The Power Conversion Subsystem (PCS) provides the interface between the PV
array and the normal residential utility service and loads.

" The subsystem consists of three main components: the inverter, the dc filter
and the transformer along with the associated control circuitry, packaged in
a single unit.

* The unit is manufactured by Abacus Controls, Inc., Sommerville, New Jersey.

" The subsystem is sized for an 8 kW POWER OUTPUT with the transformer sized
to accommodate the adjustment of the ac voltage and current.

" Characteristics are summarized below.

KEY INVERTER DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS

OUTPUT POWER RATING: 8 kW CONTINUOUS

OUTPUT VOLTAGE: 240 Vac Utility Residential Service

INPUT VOLTAGE: 200 + 40 Vdc

FULL LOAD POWER FACTOR: Unity

FULL LOAD EFFICIENCY: 90% Minimum (over 25% to 88% of operating range)

FULL LOAD HARMONIC DISTORTION: 5% Maximum

MAXIMUM (+) (-) IN

POWER PHASE

TRACKER 
SENSE

AMPLI-

TUDE

CONTROL

AC LINE

ROOF DC-CONTACTOR
ARRAY FILTER SCR XFMR AC OUTPUT
INPUTII

FAN

I - SENSE THERMAL

PLL SWITCH UTILITY

V - REFERENCE VOLTAGE
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PV INTERFACE WITH UTILITY AND HOUSE SERVICE

* Interface arrangements employ CONVENTIONAL WIRING RUNS AND EQUIPMENT as much
as possible to facilitate acceptance by local regulatory authorities.

* The PV array output is treated as a CONVENTIONAL UTILITY SERVICE ENTRANCE to
residence with the raceway parallel to utility line.

t An external disconnect switch provides a means to externally disconnect the
array and the power conversion unit. By strict code interpretation, this
switch may be eliminated, especially as PV installations increase.

" An equipment room of 88 ft2 floor area is located on the west end of the house.
The equipment room also houses the heat pump, electric hot water heater and
thermal storage tank and can be used for extra storage.

" The Power Conversion Unit is floor-mounted, and all of the remaining PV-rPlated
equipment is wall-mounted.
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ARRAY SIZING

" Energy sellback price the utility is willing to pay the homeowner and relative
PV system cost to thermal system cost affects the overall system sizing.

9 Sellback rates greater than 50% imply full roof arrays.

* Both marginal costs and cost-to-benefit ratio were used in the system sizing.

* For thermal system costs greater than PV system costs, system sizing results
in more PV array area and less thermal collector area.

9 Thermal collector area was sized primarily to provide a thermal system of
adequate size for cost estimates.
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DESIGN ELECTRICAL PERFORMANCE

* Net PV system output for both Boston and Madison is approximately 67% of the
load requirements.

9 Approximately 39% of the PV output is utilized directly in the house and the
remainder fed-back to the utility.

* The net electrical system output in the summer months is greater than the load
requirements, mainly due to the thermal system providing the hot water require-
ments.

" Overall PV system efficiency based on incident insolation for gross array area
is approximately 8.8% for this design in the Northeast.

BOSTON [ADISOI
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N

LOAD

PV SYSTEM
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DESIGN THERMAL PERFORMANCE

Net thermal system output ranges from 35 to 39% of the load requirements.

Approximately 24% of the space heating requirements and 66% of the DHW re-

quirements are supplied by the solar thermal system.

All of the thermal requirements are met in the summer months.

Overall thermal system efficiency is approximately 22% for this design in
the Northeast.
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SECTION 3

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

Functional Description

The grid-connected residential photovoltaic/thermal system for the

Northeast is designed to supplement both space conditioning requirements

and all conventional electrical load requirements for an all electric

residence. The system is comprised of three major subsystems, the solar

array, the power conditioning subsystem (PCS) and the thermal subsystem.

Figure 3-1 shows a system block diagram. A 6.7 kW peak photovoltaic array

has been designed for the house, side-by-side with a 19.5 m2 flat plate

thermal collector array. The 73.6 m2 photovoltaic solar array uses a batten

type solar cell module, being developed by ARCO-Solar as part of the JPL

Block IV procurement, and the 19.5 m2 thermal array uses a Sunworks Solector

collector which is representative of available thermal collectors. The

photovoltaic generated power is supplied to an 8 kW Abacus inverter which is

controlled to track the solar array maximum power operating point. the

240 Vac output power is fed directly to the house loads, or back to the

utility when excess power is generated. The PV power is isolated from the

utility by a transformer within the PCS subsystem. The thermal energy

generated supplies heat directly to the hot water system and supplemental

energy to the heat pump unit during the heating season, thus reducing the

total electrical requirements of the home.
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BACK UP

VPV DC/AC GENERAL

ARRAY INVERT. LOADS

HEAT

PUMP

HOT

WATER

THERMALTE

ARRAY

Figure 3-1. PV/Thermal System Block Diagram

PV System

The overall PV system is connected in parallel with the utility service

to supply the residential load. Power generated by the array in excess of

residential loads will be fed back into the utility grid. Residential loads

in excess of the available array power will draw power from the utility grid.

With this arrangement, all house load demands are met, no electrical storage

is required, and all net energy output of the photovoltaic system is

utilized. The utility normally supplies residential meters and, therefore,

is expected to supply the meters to measure the house's utility energy

requirements, and to measure the feedback energy to the utility.* Protection

from lightning-induced voltage transients is provided by varistors connected

between the positive and negative dc lines and ground and between the ac

lines and ground at the utility service entry. The remainder of the electrical

*An increased connection charge for the additional meters is also expected.
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equipment consists of switches and circuit breakers to isolate the inverter

on both the ac and the dc sides and an exterior disconnect switch to meet

interpreted code requirements.

PV Components

A one-line diagram of the photovoltaic system components is shown in

Figure 3-2. The major functional elements of the system are briefly

described below with further details contained in Section 5.

Solar Array -- The solar array consists of 112 batten modules connected

electrically in a series/parallel circuit arrangement with 28 modules in

series and 4 parallel circuits. The module electrical circuit terminates

in cabling, run in conduit to the equipment room. The array output is

6.7 kW under NOCT conditions.

Inverter -- The inverter is a Silicon Control Rectifier (SCR) thyristor

bridge circuit with a ferro-resonant transformer to produce an output current

with low total harmonic distortion at the utility line voltage. It is sized

at 8 kW and is self-commutated, but operates tied to the utility. The

output current is phase locked to the utility voltage resulting in unity power

factor. This unit is currently under development by Abacus Controls, Inc.

and is a lower cost version of a currently available power transistor unit.

The inverter package is delivered as a complete package consisting of SCR

bridge, a dc filter, a controlled ferro-resonant transformer and control
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electronics including a phase lock loop circuit, current amplitude and phase

sensors for amplitude and phase controls of the ac output and a maximum

power tracker.

Exterior Array Fused Switch -- This switch provides a visible exterior

disconnect. It is fused only if required by a strict code interpretation,

since array short circuit current is only slightly over full load current.

Varistors -- Induced lightning transient protection for the inverter and

household equipment is provided by the varistors on the dc and ac residence

input lines.

Interior Disconnects -- Isolation of the Power Conversion Subsystem for

installation and service is provided by the interior dc switch and the

circuit breaker in the service panel. The circuit breaker also protects

the main service from short circuits in the inverter array system.

PV System Operation

The PV system operation is described below:

1. At sunrise, with the inverter switch in the "on" position, when the

dc voltage from the solar array exceeds 180 V, the following functions

are activated sequentially: a) 5 V signal is sent to the phase lock

loop; b) the maximum power tracker is energzied at a voltage set point

that is 3/4 of the expected voltage range, and c) the ac line contactor

is closed.
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2. If the dc input voltage should fall below 160 V; the ac line contactor

will open and stay open for four minutes. The ac contactor will close

automatically after four minutes has elapsed if the dc input voltage

has returned to the 180 V level.

3. The inverter will track maximum power point within + 1 per cent over

the range of 160 to 240 Vdc. If the dc voltage should exceed 240 V,

the maximum power tracker will be overridden to drive the solar array

power output off the maximum toward lower array output voltage until

the 240 V limit is reached.

4. Maximum output current is reached at the rated output of the inverter.

Should this current limit be exceeded, the maximum power tracker

will be driven to load the solar array for an output voltage in excess

of maximum power voltage. In this manner the output current will be

limited to the rated current.

5. The interruption of utility-supplied power will cause the ac contactor

to open and remain open until line voltage is restored and a manual

reset is activated.

6. At sunset, the inverter ac contactor will open when the net power output

falls to zero. This contactor will remain open throughout the night to

eliminate any parasitic losses.
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Thermal System

The side-by-side thermal subsystem, which is designed to provide space

heating and domestic hot water, operates independently of the PV system as

indicated in the Block diagram of Figure 3-1. There are two primary flow

loops in the thermal subsystem: the collector to thermal energy storage

(TES) and the TES to distribution loop. The first includes two separate

fluid loops with an intermediate heat exchanger, and the second includes both

flow to the hydronic coil and to the domestic hot water (DHW) tank. Solar

thermal energy is gathered by means of the Sunworks flat plate collectors

which utilize a mixture of 50% (by weight) propylene glycol and water as a

heat transfer medium. A heat dump is also provided in this loop to remove

heat if the TES tank temperature exceeds 87.8 C (190 F) at the tank bottom

or if the collector temperature exceeds 115.6 C (240 F).

Heat is transferred from the collector loop to the TES loop by means

of a tube-in-shell heat exchanger where the collector fluid is pumped

through the tube side. The TES water loop utilizes the shell side, receiving

energy from the heat exchanger and using the TES tank for storage. The

TES tank is sized for 350 gallons of water thermal storage. Sensors are

located at both the top and bottom of the tank and assist in the control

operation for all flow paths.

Fluid is pumped continuously between the TES tank and the 80 gallon

domestic hot water (DHW) tank for specified temperature differences. A
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resistance heating coil is located at the top of the DHW tank and provides

any necessary energy supplement. Fluid is also circulated between the TES

tank and the hydronic coil which provides energy for space heating. Backup

is provided by the heat pump and electrical resistance heating.

Thermal Components

A one-line diagram of the solar thermal system component is presented

in Figure 3-3. The major functional elements are discussed briefly in the

following sections.

Solar Collectors -- The solar thermal array consists of ten flat plate

Sunworks panels, each .91 m x 2.13 m, with selective coating and a single glass

cover. A solution of 50% (by weight) propylene glycol and water is used as

the heat transfer medium. The flow in the collector loop is between 6 and

10 gpm, and the fluid temperature is never allowed to exceed 115.6 C (240 F).

Thermal Energy Storage Tank -- The storage unit has a 350 gallon water

capacity and supplies thermal energy for space heating and domestic hot

water. The maximum water temperature at the top of the tank is 92.3 C

(200 F). R8 insulation is specified to reduce heat loss.

Domestic Hot Water Tank -- This is a standard 80 gallon tank which utilizes

heat from a coil at the bottom of the unit supplied by the TES loop. An

aquastat located at the top of the tank regulates the amount of resistance
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heating required for makeup energy. The resistance coil is shut off when

the water is 2.2 C (4 F) below an adjustable setting.

Control Center -- The differential controller regulates the collector and

TES loops. It also controls the domestic hot water loop and it regulates

the hydronic coil, heat pump, and resistance heating.

Tube in Shell Heat Exchanger -- This heat exchanger is used to transfer

energy from the collector loop on the tube side to the TES loop on the shell

side. The TES loop flow rate is 14 - 20 gpm while the collector side

operates at 6 - 10 gpm.

Heat Dump -- This is used to remove heat from the collector loop if the

temperature at the top of the TES tank exceeds 87.8 C (190 F).

Thermal System Operation

The thermal system operation is delineated below: (See Figure 3-3).

1. Under normal circumstances, there is no flow in the collector loop

before the sun rises. Once solar energy is incident on the collector,

the coolant fluid is heated. When the sensor (Sl) attached to the

collector registers a temperature of 8.3 C (15 F) in excess of the sensor

(S2) at the bottom of the TES tank, the collector loop pump (P1) and

the TES loop pump (P2) are activated.
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2. Both pumps continue operation until the temperature difference between

the two sensors is less than 2.8 C (50F),at which point both pumps

are turned off.

3. When the TES tank sensor (S2) indicates a temperature in excess of

87.8 C (190 F), a three-way diverter valve is activated to allow the

collector loop fluid to pass through the heat dump.

4. When S2 shows a reading less than 84.4 C (184*F), the three-way valve

is reset to allow for normal operation with coolant flowing through

the heat exchanger.

5. If the temperature of the sensor at the top of the TES tank (S3)

indicates a value in excess of 3.3 C (6 F) above the temperature of

the sensor (S4) at the bottom of the DHW tank, the DHW loop pump (P4)

is started.

6. If (S3) is less than 1.1 C (2 F) above (S4), then pump (P4) is shut down.

7. When (S3)is greater than 26.7 C (80 F), pump (P3), the hydronic coil pump,

and the fan are started.

8. If (S3)is less than 26.7 C (78 F), no signal is given.
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9. If the hydronic coil cannot meet the space heating demand,then pump (P3)

is turned off and the heat pump is activated.

10. Should the heat pump become unable to Beet the demand, it will then be

turned off and electrical resistance heating will be used to meet the load.

An aquastat regulates the amount of resistance heating in the DHW tank

and shuts off the heating coil when the water temperature in that region is

2.2 C (4 F) below an adjustable setting.

System Design Requirements

A review of the environmental conditions applicable to the Northeast

region of the country as encompassed by the Boston/Madison climates, the

goals for the implementation of residential PV systems in 1986, and the

specific constraints associated with residential house designs have lead

to the broad system design requirements listed in Table 3-1. The environ-

mental conditions listed are typical of the Northeast region. The lightning

environment is deemed moderate for the region of interest and imposes only

nominal requirements on the design. The risk of hailstone damage in the

Northeast is also relatively moderate.

The table also lists the average daily load requirements for the two

regions. The heat pump average load requirements are based on the annual

electrical input to the heat pump required to satisfy both the space heating

and cooling requirements. These are the loads that the side-by-side PV/
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TABLE 3-1

System Design Requirements

Environmental Conditions

-- Ambient temperature:

Module Thermal Cycle Test:

-- Wind:

Extremes

-- Moderate Lightning Area:

Isokeraunic Level

-- Hail:

-- Annual Horizontal Insolation:

Application Requirements

" Electrical Load Summary:

Boston Madison

-20 to 39*C -34.4 to 36.7*C
- - - -40 to 900 C - - -

27 m/s

20

34.4 m/s

41

Low

1341 kWh/m2 1472 kWh/m2

Loa

Lif

Mee

- Average Daily Base Electrical Load

- Average Daily Hot Water Load

- Average Daily Heat Pump Load

- Annual Electrical Load

d: Single Phase 240/120 Vac

e: 20 Year Design Life

t Local Buildinq and Electrical Codes

19.1 kWh/day
13.0 kWh/day

8.5 kWh/day

14845 kWh

Meet Local Fire District Regulations

* Site Constraints (General Considerations)

Roof Area Available

Roof Slope

- House Orientation

- Sun Rights

" System Operational Constraints

- Disconnect Photovoltaic System if Utility is Interrupted

- Operate in Parallel and Synchronized with the Utility
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thermal system will address. The ultimate electrical requirements for the

system vary as thermal energy displaces part of the electrical requirements

and additional parasitic requirements for the thermal subsystem operation

are included.

Since no specific site is considered for the installation, no specific

local building, fire or electrical codes are imposed. Only the general

Model Code considerations appropriate for the Northeast were used in the

design. The overall electrical design assures safety in the normal resi-

dential application.

The house is a new construction, and therefore, the site constraints

also did not impose any significant design requirements. The house orienta-

tion was selected at due south; the roof slope was selected at a 400 (10 to

12 pitch) consistent with standard framing member sizes; and the roof area

was specified consistent with the aesthetic features of the house design, namely

101m2. No landscape shadowing or surrounding building shadowing was imposed

on the design.

System operating constraints require utility grid connection with the

PV system operating in parallel and synchronized with the utility. If

utility interruption occurs, the PV system will disconnect until a manual

reset.

Performance Characteristics

The side-by-side PV/thermal system design has an estimated system per-

formance for Boston and Madison as summarized in Table 3-2. The solar array
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TABLE 3-2

Summary of System Characteristics

Number of Modules 112
(28 Series x 4 Parallel Circuits)

Total Solar Cell Area (m2) 61.5

Total Exposed Module Area (m2) 73.6

Total Thermal Collector Area (m2) 19.5

Total Gross Roof Area (m2) 101.2

Array Output at SOC (kWp) NOCT = 63 C 6.7

Performance Summary

Boston Madison

Annual ac Electrical Energy Output (MWh) 8.6 9.5

Annual Thermal Energy Output (MWh) 5.6 6.2

Annual Insolation on Roof (kWh/n2) 1324 1472

Electrical System Efficiency 8.8% 8.8%

Thermal System Efficiency 21.7% 21.6%

consists of 112 batten modules in a 28 series by 4 parallel matrix. Each

module has 112, 76.6mm square cells for a total nominal solar cell area of

61.5m2. The exposed glass coverplate area of battens accounts for 73.6m 2

of module area which results in a 0.836 packing efficiency. The flat plate

thermal collectors cover an additional 19.5m2 of roof area. The rated out-

put of the solar array at Standard Operating Conditions (including an NOCT

of 63 C) is calculated to be 6.7 kW. On an annual basis, the ac energy

output for Boston is 8587 kWh for a total isolation of 1342.0 kWh/me on the

400 sloped roof. Thus, the overall system conversion efficiency is 8.8%.
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For Madison, the corresponding system efficiency is also 8.8% with 9544 kWh

ac energy output with an insolation level of 1472 kWh/m2. For the respective

insolation levels, the annual thermal output is 5613 kWh for Boston and 6185 kWh

for Madison, resulting in approximately a 21.7% efficiency for both locations.

The solar array conversion efficiency is approximately 10% in both Boston

and Madison with less than 1% annual energy loss due to the series re-

sistance losses in the module interconnections, and the cabling between

the array and the inverter. The annual Power Conversion Subsystem ef-

ficiency amounts to approximately 88% resulting in the overall system

efficiencies noted.

The I-V characteristics of the array at reference conditions are sum-

marized on Figure 3-4. The NOCT array output is 6.7 kWp at 168 volts and

39.8 amperes. 2 s x 4 P HIGH DENSITY

42 ARCO SOLAR BLOCK IV ARRAY

39 6.7 KW 3.2 KW

36168 
v 202 v

36
33

30 28C

27

24 NOCT: 63C

S21
18

15

12

9

6

3

O 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 220 240 260

VOLTS

Figure 3-4. System I-V Characteristics
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Design Tradeoffs

System performance and cost estimates were predicted to provide an economic

basis for establishing collector array size, thermal collector area and

thermal energy storage volume for the design in both the Boston and Madison

houses. The performance anlyses were based on hour-by-hour computer simulations

and cost estimates made on projected costs in 1986. The models and input data

used for the tradeoff analyses are discussed in Appendix D. In addition,

various system configurations were studied, including limiting solar thermal

to domestic hot water and utilizing fossil fuel for heating and hot water.

These options result in different load requirements on the PV/thermal system,

and are discussed in Section 6, System Design Alternatives. Other design

issues are also presented in Appendix C.

Array Tilt Sensitivity

The selection of a roof tilt of 400 was made to enhance thermal system

output during the winter months, to conform with standard framing members

and to assure snow shedding in the winter. A lower roof tilt would increase

the annual energy output of the PV array; however, the increased thermal

collector output would be wasted since the only thermal load requirements

in the warmer months are for domestic hot water and these requirements are

already being supplied at nearly 100%.

Collector Array Sizing

PV array and thermal collector array sizing were evaluated for both

Madison and Boston. Since the size of the system impacts the capital costs
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and the benefits of the system, the effect of PV/thermal array size is best

evaluated in terms of economic factors. The economic analysis employed the

Life Cycle Cost Ratio (LCCR), defined in terms of Life Cycle Cost (LCC):

LCCR = LCC of Solar + LCC of Backup Energy
LCC of Conventional Energy (without solar)

The LCCR ratio can also be written in terms of the levelized annual costs (LAC3)

and levelized annual benefits (LAB) as:

LCCR = LACsolar + (LACconv - LAB)

LAC
conv

LACsolar represents the levelized annual costs of the total solar system (PV

and thermal) and LACconv represents the levelized annual costs of the conventional

energy for the all-electric house in this application. Economic optimization

of a PV system at a point in time for an application requires the minimum LCCR

value. Photovoltaic systems and energy systems typically follow the law of

diminishing returns, that is, each additional unit of size or capacity

contributes less benefit than the preceding unit. Whenever an additional unit,

for example, a square meter of PV array, can show levelized annual savings

greater than levelized annual costs, the unit can be economically added. The

minimum LCCR value represents the point where the marginal costs equal the

marginal benefits. Appendix E describes the calculation of the economic terms.

In addition to the economic analysis, physical roof layout considerations

had to be included to complete the PV thermal array sizing studies. For

example, the ARCO Solar batten modules were eliminated a row at a time, to

maintain a rectangular electrical circuit and four (4) parallel circuits;
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however, the thermal array did not necessarily cover the remaining roof area.

These layout options for the PV and thermal arrays can be seen in Appendix C,

Figure C-l. The thermal collector array was varied from zero to 40 m2 and the

PV array area was varied in three increments of 31.5 m2, 52.6 m2, and 73.6 m2.

Employing the roof limitations and the economic assumptions discussed

in Appendix E, the LCCR was calculated for each system at three different

utility sellback energy prices. The results are shown in Figure 3-5. The

trends are similar for both Boston and Madison; the LCCR approaches a minimum

as the thermal collector area is reduced. Under the economic assumptions,

none of the system sizes have reached economic viability (LCCR = 1). The

design point of 19.5 m2 is shown on the curve, but its selection was based

on the results for Boston shown in Figure 3-6. The optimum PV array area

and thermal area is obviously a function of the relative cost of the thermal

system to the PV system. Fixed and variable cost estimates were made for

the PV and thermal systems as indicated in the figure. The base case ratio

of the variable thermal system cost to the variable PV system cost (CT/CPV) is

1.7. This ratio was varied parametrically and the LCCR recalculated for a

sellback ratio of .5. Figure 3-6 shows that for a CT/CPV ratio of 1.0, the

minimum LCCR is near 20 m2. One row of thermal collectors is equivalent

to 19.5 m2 and it was ultimately selected as the design point. This thermal

array size, provides a sufficient thermal system size for adequate installation

information to be developed which is one of the goals of this study contract.

As the thermal to PV system cost ratio is reduced further, a larger thermal

area would provide the minimum LCCR. Since the ultimate ratio of the thermal
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system cost to the PV system cost is really unknown at present, parametric

results as shown in Figure 3-6 provide insight to system sizing. It should

again be noted that for the given set of economic assumptions the system does

not show economic viability even at sellback rates of 70%.

The thermal energy storage volume was then varied for the design point of

19.5 m2 (10 Sunworks collectors) thermal collector area. Figure 3-7 shows these

results. Obviously, as the thermal array area increases, the thermal system

output increases, but so does the amount of thermal energy wasted due to lack

of thermal load. As the TES volume is increased, the annual system output begins

to level out around a volume of 350 gallons. This was selected as the design point.
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Design Performance

The monthly thermal and electrical performance of the nominal PV/thermal

system design is shown for both locations in Figures 3-8 and 3-9. Both the

monthly loads and the portion supplied by the solar system are shown. The

thermal array, Figure 3-8, provides approximately 23 to 25% of the heating

requirements in the two locations and 66% of the hot water requirements.

All of the hot water requirements are met during the summer months. The

electrical load requirements shown in Figure 3-9 are reduced from those

listed in Table 3-1 since part of the solar thermal energy displaces the

electrical heat pump requirements. The annual numbers shown in the figure,

however, do include the parasitic power requirements for the pumps in the

thermal subsystem. In both locations the net electrical system output in

the summer months is greater than the load requirements, mainly due to the

thermal system providing the hot water requirements. Approximately 39% of

the electrical system output is used directly in the house and the remainder

is sold back to the grid.
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SECTION 4

HOUSE DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS

Design Features

The hypothetical house design was developed for the Northeast, to provide a

realistic framework for the design of the photovoltaic power system. Energy con-

servation features and passive solar features were important in generating the

house design. The house has two stories with an optional basement. The first

floor contains a living room, dining room, kitchen, half bath, entry, attached

two-car garage, small greenhouse, and equipment room. The second floor provides

a master bedroom and two smaller bedrooms, two baths and the laundry. The total

floor area is about 158 m2 (1700 ft2). The concept is a compact, energy conserv-

ing, well-appointed home, well-built but not lavish in size.

Since the building industry is relatively reluctant to make major changes in

the way it constructs houses, it is assumed that by 1986 the standard energy con-

serving house will be as good as a moderately advanced 1980 custom house. On this

assumption, the design incorporates 6" studs with R-19 insulation; R-25 insulation

in the cathedral ceilings; R-38 insulation in attic spaces; insulated slab edges;

triple-glazed :east, west and north windows; 'double-glazed south windows; insula-

tion outside the edge of the second floor and between headers; under-slab insula-

tion; and great pains to minimize infiltration. Figure 4-1 summarizes several of

these energy conservation features used in the building.

The basic house design features a slab on grade under the living room, green-

house, equipment room and garage, with the option of a full basement or slab on
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grade below the kitchen/dining/entry area. Since most houses built in the north-

east include basements, that option is likely to be adopted by most buyers. The

building is compact and narrow, reflecting the likelihood of a narrow, small lot

with small street frontage. Figure 4-2 shows the site layout. This results in

a long, narrow south-facing roof. The house can also be adopted to a row-house

configuration by removing one-half of the garage, eliminating east and west windows,

and modifying certain plan details. Also, a similar plan can be developed with a

south entry. The maximum possible south passive glazing has been included, but

because of the very large solar array, the second floor cannot face south.

The section shows that the house is basically a reversed salt-box, with the

long roof facing south. The living area takes advantage of the sloping roof to

form a cathedral ceiling, popular with most buyers. Above the bedroom area the

roof is trussed, forming an attic. Ventilation under the sheathing at the cathedral

ceiling vents into the attic, and out the gable ends.

A major design requirement of the building is a continuous south-facing roof

area at approximately latitudinal tilt, totally unshaded, to accommodate about

95 m2 (1000 ft2) of solar array. The potential monotony of such a large roof area

has been relieved by a bay window off the dining room and greenhouse, a projecting

garage wing, and a recessed entry. The perspective Figure 1-1, shows an optional

trellice behind the garage.

House Plans

Detailed plans for the house were developed, locating the PV system equipment
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and detailing cabling runs from the roof to the equipment room. Figure 4-2

shows the general site layout for the house.

The first level floor plan, shown in Figure 4-3 has been worked out carefully,

to compensate for the relatively small plan area. The living area is sunken rela-

tive to the rest of the first floor, and has a high cathedral ceiling. Off the

living room is a small greenhouse, providing a space for growing plants and a

small greenhouse, providing a space for growing plants and a small amount of

passive solar gain. The kitchen is centrally located, and has a small eating

space which overlooks the living room. A completely separate dining room or

family room is provided at the front of the house. This space can be acoustical-

ly isolated from the living room, and provides a potential second living space

for children to use. Upstairs, Figure 4-4, the bedrooms are organized carefully

to ensure that either a large double bed or two single beds can be accommodated

in each room, along with a dresser and generous closet space. The master bedroom

includes a separate walk-in closet and a private bath. The laundry is located at

the second floor for convenience.

The exterior design shown in Figures 4-5 to 4-8 features large rakeboards and

eaveboards, cornerboards, and vertical plywood siding. A slightly Victorian charac-

ter is introduced with the angled bay windows and certain other details, appropriate

for the region and popular among buyers. The projecting garage is used to advantage

on the front elevation to break up the compact form of the house.

In the sectional drawing, Figure 4-9, there is a cathedral ceiling over the
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living room, and a trussed attic above the remainder of the house. The slight

drop in the living room was both an aesthetic advantage, and a necessity to

provide the required array area with a clerestory. A clerestory, while visual-

ly attractive from the outside, would be questionable with such a steep roof

pitch, since it would occur nearly 20 feet from the second floor level at a

point where cathedral ceiling spaces are not advantageous (over the bedrooms).

Thermally, the house is in two zones -- upstairs and downstairs. Summertime

overheating is solved by attic vents at each gable, connected to the interior

by a moveable panel. The cathedral ceiling communicates with the attic, with

oversized eave vents at the south providing good ventilation underneath the

sheathing. Several details of the sectional drawing are shown enlarged in Figures

5-20 and 5-21. In addition, Figure 4-9 shows the piping run from the thermal

collectors to the equipment room.
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SECTION 5

SUBSYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS

Solar Array

Module

The residential photovoltaic array design for this Northeast application uses

a modified ARCO Solar Block IV batten module in a 28 series by 4 parallel circuit.

The Block IV module under development by ARCO Solar utilizes a circular cell con-

figuration whereas, the module used in this reference design has a square cell

configuration which results in a higher module packing factor.

It is noted that the module details described in this section were used as

representative characteristics for this reference system design; however, as the

module design evolves, design changes may occur and the latest design details

should be obtained from ARCO Solar.

The module design is based on existing batten seam roof construction tech-

nology which is presently used in residential and commercial buildings. The

design of a residential module incorporates the batten seam construction with a

metal substrate technology to form the photovoltaic module. The major structural

member of this unit is the 0.030 inch Korad coated steel substrate pan which has

a solar cell network laminated to its surface. The solar cell network for the

square cell configuration considered for this design consists of 7 parallel con-

nected rows with each row having 16 cells wired in series. This constitutes a
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total of 112 solar cells per module. The circuit is laminated to the substrate

between 0.015 inch thick sheets of adhesive. The top surface of the panel is

glazed with a Korad laminate film. Module terminals are located at the side

edges of the pan where they will be protected by the batten seam cover at in-

stallation. These battens are continuous down the sloping roof surface on 24

inch centers. An overlap of 3 inches along the edge of the panel provides a

watertight installation.

Module size is nominally 47.25 inches by 22.75 inches as shown in the sketch

in Figure 5-1. Critical dimensions of the module layout are shown in this figure

as well as reference Section sketches AA and BB shown in Figures 5-2 and 5-3.

Section AA in Figure 5-2 illustrates a typical solar cell network interconnect

with the steel substrate, solar cells, laminate adhesive and Korad laminate film.

Section BB in Figure 5-3 shows the typical edge connector details for both positive

and negative panel terminals. The module IV curve used in the analysis is shown

in Figure 5-4. The maximum power point (PMAX) is 60 Watts for 1 kW/m2 insolation

at a NOCT of 630C. The voltage at PMAX is 6.0 Vdc.

A summary description of the ARCO Solar Block IV photovoltaic module is tabu-

lated in Table 5-1.

Solar Array Characteristics

The solar array subsystem consists of 4 parallel connected branch circuits of

modules; each circuit contains 28 modules wired in series. This subsystem totals

112 modules. Seven modules are positioned along the roof slant height, so 4 rows

make up each branch circuit of 28 modules. The electrical layout for the array
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is schematically shown in Figure 5-5.

ridge, runs to the roof eave and then

nect the 28 modules in series. Since

output of 60 watts at 6.0 Vdc at NOCT,

for the array subsystem is 6720 Watts.

The array subsystem IV curve was shown

The series circuit starts near the roof

continues at the roof ridge again to con-

each module has an average maximum power

the total average maximum power output

The array voltage at PMAX is 168 Vdc.

previously in Figure 3-4.

Included as part of the array design are certain fail-safe mechanisms to

maintain array output (however, at reduced power output) in the unlikely event

of one or more module failures. Each series branch circuit is connected to the

high voltage bus through a silicon rectifier isolation diode. This diode is

cathode connected to the positive bus line and anode connected to the positive

terminal of the first module of the 28 series segment. The purpose of this

diode is to prevent the possible shunting of branch circuit currents. This oc-

curs if enough modules in a series segment fail shorted causing that segment to

become back-biased by the remaining series segments.

I-V CURVE

12 ARCO-SOLAR HIGH DENSITY BLOCK IV MODULE

10.8A - 73 WATTS
10

6Q WATTS
b VOLTS

8
28'C

6
63'C

4

2 ..

2 4

VOLTS

Figure 5-4. Estimated IV Curve

6 8 10
7.61

8.92

for the Square Cell Module
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Table 5-1

ARCO-Solar Square Cell Module Description

CONFIGURATION BATTEN SEAM

SOLAR CELL TYPE SQUARE CZOCHRALSKI

NUMBER OF SOLAR CELLS 112

TOTAL SOLAR CELL AREA (M2 ) 0.5488

EXPOSED MODULE AREA (M2 ) 0.657

MODULE PACKING FACTOR 0.835

AVERAGE MAXIMUM POWER POINT

AT SOC (kWp) NOCT = 63 0C

Pmax (W) 60

Vmp (V) 6.0

AREAL SPECIFIC OUTPUT

(WATTS/M2 MODULE AREA) 91.3

WEIGHT (LBS.) 10.5

(KGS.) 4.8

Every module is bypassed with a rectifier diode to provide shunt capability

in the event a module fails open. This diode under normal operating conditions is

back biased and thereby out of the circuit. For an open module failure, this diode

becomes forward-biased connecting both ends of the remaining operating segments to-

gether.

Solar Array Installation

The ARCO Solar Batten Module has been designed to serve as a weather-tight, direct

mounted element while acting to collect solar energy in electrical form. As such, a PV
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array constructed with these modules as building blocks actually is the roof

of the residence and displaces conventional asphalt shingles. The modules are

installed by an overlapping procedure proceeding up the slant height of the roof.

The ARCO Solar panels are a modification of the standard roofing system devel-

oped by Architectural Engineering Products (AEP). The panels turn up at their

long edges, which run up and down the roof oyer these turned-up edges. A rolled

steel batten strip is placed. A specially designed clip screwed into the roof

not only holds the pan down, but provides a snap fit connection to secure the

batten. Figure 5-6 summarizes these sub-assemblies. Roofs of this type (with-

out the PV cells) are commonly used on a variety of building types. Typically

they are not used on residences, because of their higher cost. In this case,

however, since the largest part of the roof was already to be covered with the

PV cells, the system was used for the remainder of the roof in order to avoid

detailing problems and to provide an attractive and consistent roof.

The ARCO Solar panels are installed directly on top of Type 30 roofing felt on

24 inch centers and supported to the sheathing with metal hold down clips. The

clips are attached to the sheathing with wood screws. It is necessary to install

the eave row of panels first followed by the panel overlap of the next row. The

flow of panel installation will progress from left to right, roof eave to roof

ridge.

As with any prefabricated roofing system, the edge details are important. The

isometric roof installation details in Figures 5-7 and 5-8 show the sequence of con-

struction at the eaves and at the ridge. At the eaves and along the two rakes
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(gable ends of the roof), a specially formed piece of flashing (the drip-molding)

is nailed down through the Type 30 felt membrane which is applied over the 1/2 inch

plywood sheathing of the roof. On top of this, another specially formed piece

(the starter piece) interlocks with the drip-molding and provides a pocket within

which to slide the roofing pans. The two columns of pans running along the rake

are field cut to fit; the remaining pans in the middle of the roof, upon which

are mounted the photovoltaic cells, are left intact. Support clips are fastened

down between the pans and screwed directly through the roof, thus securing the

pans in place. Each pan overlaps the one below it by about 3 inches, providing

a good weather seal. The patented connectors are made up between the panels,

and the batten strips snap down over the support clips to complete the installation.

At the top (ridge) a channel shaped closure piece is applied over the batten strip

and over the end of the top pan, to prevent moisture from entering the system

at the top.

This system, while not absolutely watertight, is designed to shed a very large

percentage of the water under normal circumstances. Any remaining water which gets

in under the batten covers is drained off by the Type 30 felt underneath the pans,

and runs out of the system at the bottom above the drip-molding. It is important

to note, however, that the batten covers and the pan do not constitute an acceptable

wireway, since there is no way of making them watertight. Figures 5-20 and 5-21 in

the Thermal Subsystem section, show additional installation details for the

photovoltaic array.

Figure 5-9 shows the overall array installation. Once all 112 solar panels,

16 columns of seven modules, have been installed, it is necessary to drill 16
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holes through the roof. These holes are located (See Figure 5-5) at the ridge row

of panels between each column of panels (15 total) plus one additional hole to the

right of the last panel of the ridge row. These holes serve as both wire-ways for

group connections to the bus at the attic junction boxes and wire interconnections

for panel bypass diodes. Figure 5-10 shows the typical penetrations and additional

module installation details.

Interconnecting cables required for this installation consist of six dif-

ferent #14 AWG stranded conductor types. These cables are factory assembled and

supplied by the panel manufacturer. Type A cable is approximately 18 inches in

length with module plug jacks at each end. A total of 96 Type A cables are requir-

ed. Type B cable is 25 feet in length with module plug jacks at each end. A total

of 12 Type B cables are required. Type C cable is 30 feet long with a module plug

jack on one end. This cable is cut to the required length during installation. A

total of 4 Type C cables are required. Type D cable is 10 feet long with a module

plug jack on one end. These cables have an inline diode installed as an integral

part of the cable located six inches from the module plug jack end. Type D cable

is cut to the required length during installation and a total of 4 are required.

Type E cable is 40 inches in length with module plug jacks on both ends and an

inline diode installed midway between the jacks. A total of 97 Type E cables are

required. Type F cable is 8 feet long with module plug jacks on both ends and an

inline diode installed 6 inches from the (-) jack. A total of 15 Type F cables are

required. Cable Types D, E and F are polarized cables and are so indicated with (+)

and (-) notations. All of these cable types are summarized in Figure 5-6.
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Cable connections can proceed in the following manner; however, there is no

required order of priority. All column modules will be interconnected with Type A

cables. These cables are laid between module columns (identified by wire-way holes)

on the roof's surface with one end connected to the positive terminal of one panel

and the other end connected to the negative terminal of the panel directly above

the first. Most module columns will be interconnected with Type B cables. The

negative terminal of the first module of the eave row is connected to the positive

terminal of the second module of the ridge row. This cable is laid between the

module columns on the roof's surface. This procedure is repeated eleven more times

for wires that connect between columns 2-3, 3-4, 5-6, 6-7, 7-8, 9-10, 10-11, 11-12

13-14, 14-15 and 15-16. All modules with the exception of the eleven modules to the

right of the first of the ridge row will be diode bypassed with Type E cables. The

(-) end of the cable will connect to the positive module terminal and the (+) end of

the cable will connect to the negative module terminal of the same module. All con-

nections will be made on the modules' left side and dressed between module columns.

Type F cables provide the diode by-pass for the remaining eleven modules on the ridge

row. These cables are installed in the same polarity as Type E cables. These cables

connect the diagonally positioned unused module terminals and mount through the roof

wire-ways to afford a hidden cross module connection. Type D cable provides the iso-

lation diode connection of each of the four series groups of solar array modules to

the positive bus. The (+) end of this cable connects to the positive terminal of the

ridge row, mounts through the adjacent wire-way and terminates at the positive bus

in the attic junction box. This procedure is repeated for the 5th, 9th and 13th ridge

row modules. Type C cable provides the negative connection for each series group to
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the negative bus. The plug jack connects to the right negative terminal of the

fourth module of the eave row. This cable dresses upward toward the roof ridge

between module columns and passes through the wire-way connecting to the negative

bus in the attic junction box. This procedure is repeated for the 8th, 12th, and

16th eave row modules. Figure 5-5 provides wire interconnection reference.

Power Conversion Subsystem (PCS)

The power conversion subsystem, with the associated cabling and switchgear,

provides the interface between the residential roof photovoltaic array and the

normal residential utility service and loads. Functionally, it must convert the

available array dc power to a usable and acceptable ac form. This subsystem utilizes

the Sunverter inverter under development by Abacus Controls, Inc. of Sommerville, N.J.

The unit will be available according to the specification included as Appendix A.

This inverter has a rated output of 8 kW with a conversion efficiency of 90% at greater

than 40% of input power. The specification details the complete PCS which includes

the inverter, dc filter and ferro-resonant transformer along with the control circuitry.

Subsystem Requirements

General -- the dc to ac conversion must be accomplished in a manner consistent

with residential electric practice. The conversion technique should accommodate the

large range of solar array electrical parameter variation, residential load varia-

tion, and utility line voltage variations. The interface must also provide safe

interconnections under all operational and failure modes, and provide feedback of

any excess array power to the utility. Equipment selection should use proven

technology to the extent available.
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The requirements for converting the variable dc power and voltage of a photovol-

taic array to the utility residential fixed ac voltage low impedance interface can

be reliably and economically met by solid state electronic inverter device, acting as

a current source to transfer power. Either a self-commutated or line commutated in-

verter can meet the requirements. The Sunverter a self commutated inverter, can be

operated in either stand alone or utility interactive mode.

Array Inputs to the PCS -- Array IV characteristics were shown in Figure 3-4 at

SOC conditions. The characteristics indicate a maximum power rating of 6.7 kW and

rated voltage of 168 Vdc. The array maximum power point and associated voltage,

however, exhibits a dynamic variation with insolation, temperature and wind veriations.

The array maximum power point and voltage were examined on an hourly basis for Boston

and Madison based on TMY weather data. The Madison weather data provided the extremes

of variation and, therefore, was chosen for the power conversion system design

requirements. Figures 5-11 and 5-12 illustrate the distribution of the maximum

power point and maximum power voltage, respectively as a function of the array annual

energy for Madison. Similar curves for Boston are shown in Appendix C.

Subsystem Sizing

The annual distribution curves for maximum power and voltage, Figure 5-11 and

5-12, can be used for subsystem sizing specification and operating voltage specifica-

tion. The power distribution curve of Figure 5-11 indicates 10.7 MWh of annual

energy at an 6.7 kW array rated level and an actual peak of 9.3 kW with 10.9 MWh of

annual energy, or 2% additional energy. The Abacus units are normally rated based

on inverter output as opposed to the inverter input data presented in Figure 5-11

and 5-12. The units are expected to be available at 6 kW and 8 kW output ratings.

The 8 kW unit, assuming an average efficiency of 90%, will allow nearly all array

output to be collected at maximum power point. This size was therefore selected for

the design.
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Examination of the variation of voltage at the maximum power point versus

the annual energy collection as shown in Figure 5-12 shows an extremely wide

swing from 150 to 230 Vdc. In this case, only a small portion of the annual

energy, (1%) is collected at a limit of the array rated voltage (168 Vdc) or

less. A similar voltage distribution result in Boston as shown in Appendix C.

9.3 kW
10. MWh

11 10.7 MWh

10

Array

9 
Rated

Output
6.7 kW

Y L 8C~7 8

M 7
-JV

d 6 Notes:

z9 z w

Array Configuration
28 S x 4 P

ARCO Solar
4..Block IV Modules

3.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

PV ARRAY MAXIMUM POWER OUTPUT (KW)

Figure 5-11. Array Maximum Power Point Distribution For Madison
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Figure 5-12. Maximum Power Voltage Distribution for Madison

Inverter Specification

General -- The Power Conversion Subsystem (PCS) specification (Appendix A)

has been prepared to meet the requirements of the residential preferred design
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for the Northeast. Equipment ratings and ranges have been based on the typical

meteorological data for Madison, WI. The PCS specification has been based on

a developmental low-cost power inverter, The Sunverter, manufactured by Abacus

Controls, Inc. Sommerville, N.J. The Abacus inverter is implemented through the

use of semiconductor devices controlling a self-contained ferro-resonant trans-

former for amplitude and harmonic maintenance control. Inverter technical char-

acteristics are summarized in Table 5-2 and the inverter is diagrammatically shown

in Figure 5-13. The major components consist of a dc filter, SCR inverter,

controlled ferro-resonant transformer, maximum power tracker (MPT), amplitude

control and sense circuits. The dc filter limits the ripple amplitude of the

photovoltaic cell current and provides power to the SCR inverter. The SCR

inverter switches the dc component and supplies drive to the ferro-resonant

transformer for amplitude and harmonic control. The amplitude control circuit

receives an error command input from the MPT and a feedback signal from the phase

component of the current being supplied to the utility. This circuit provides

the necessary control for the ferro-resonant transformer. The inverter contains

as part of its design a phase lock loop (PLL). The PLL obtains a reference voltage

input from the utility and a current sense input from the transformer output to

control the phase of the current supplied by the inverter. A contactor, when

closed, engages the inverter system to the utility lines. Cooling of the inverter

electronics is accomplished through forced air by a thermostatically controlled

fan. This fan is automatically operated based on the inverter reaching a prescribed

temperature, typically 95 0C. The Sunverter is a four wire unit, i.e., 2-wire

dc input and 2-wire 240 Vac output. The unit is available as a complete unit

and separate specification of individual components is not required.
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TABLE 5-2

Technical Characteristics, Abacus Sunverter

MANUFACTURER

MODEL TYPE

RATED OUTPUT POWER

TARE LOSSES

INVERSION TECHNIQUE

MAXIMUM POWER TRACKING TECHNIQUE

DC INPUT FILTER

ISOLATION TRANSFORMER

POWER FACTOR CONTROL

CONVERSION EFFICIENCY

OPERABLE LIFE

SIZE

WEIGHT

ABACUS CONTROLS, INC.

SUNVERTER

8 KV!

500 W

SCR INVERTER

SAMPLE & HOLD

LIMITS RIPPLE AMPLITUDE OF ARRAY
CURRENT

FERRO-RESONANT, PROVIDES AMPLITUDE
AND LOW HARMONIC CONTROL

ACCOMPLISHED BY PHASELOCK LOOP
(PLL)

90% @ 4r8 KW

20 YEARS

1.2 m high X 1.2 m wide x 0.6 m
deep (4' X 4' X 2')

254 kg (560 lbs.)

Operating Performance -- The inverter's control circuits are continuously

powered as long as the utility line is energized. When the dc solar array voltage

reaches 180 V, the following sequentially occurs: 1) a 5V signal is sent to the

PLL, 2) the MPT is energized at a pre-determined set point and 3) the ac line

contactor is closed when the correct voltage and phase relationship are established.

Under normal conditions the MPT samples the ac output power through a sample-and-

hold circuit. This insures the solar array is operated at the optimum loading

for maximum ac output power. Should the solar array output voltage exceed 240 Vdc,

the operating point for the array is shifted to a lower voltage level to limit the

dc voltage to 240 V. In a similar manner, if the ac output current were to exceed

the rated value for the inverter (42 A at 240V), the operating point of the array

would be shifted to a higher output voltage.
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Should the dc array voltage fall below 160 V, the ac line contactor will

open and stay open for 4 minutes (to minimize unnecessary breaking and making

of the contactor contacts). The ac contactor will close automatically after

4 minutes has lapsed, if the array voltage has returned to 180 V.

The following automatic disconnects are included features of the Abacus

Sunverter. For utility voltages greater than 264 Vacand less than 216 Vac

the inverter will disengage from the utility line. Also, for loss of utility

power of phaselock, the inverter will be automatically disconnected from the

utility line.

PV Array Electrical Interface to Conventional House System

The basic approach for design of the interface arrangements is to employ

conventional wiring runs and equipment in a manner to maximize safety in

accordance with the National Electric Code requirements. Since the PV system is

a self-generating source of electricity for the residence, it must be interpreted

as an electrical service and will be treated in the same manner as the utility

service.

The location of the collection system and the interconnects of parallel array

branches in the attic lends itself to bringing the PV service directly to the

equipment room from the attic through interior walls. This would conceal the fact

that the residence receives electrical service from more than one source. Since

the PCS isolates the output if utility power is not available, there would be no

danger of the house wiring being energized if the utility service were disconnected.

However, the dc system up to the input of the inverter would be energized. For this

reason the collection system service cables are brought through the attic exterior

wall and follow the route of the incoming utility service as shown in Figure 5-14.
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Since the equipment room is located at an exterior wall, the PV disconnect

switch could have been located inside the equipment room along with the utility

service disconnect. However, an exterior location for the disconnecting means is

preferable as it affords a visible break in the dc supply. The disconnect

switch includes fuses for overcurrent protection due to Code requirements for

electrical service devices. The PV array will generate a maximum of 110% of full

load current even if shorted.

The PV system schematic wiring diagram is shown in Figure 5-15. An additional

unfused disconnecting means is provided in the equipment room. This provides array

isolation, in conjunction with the 60-amp breaker in the main panel should it be

necessary to perform maintenance on the inverter equipment. Both positive and

negative legs of the dc system are surge suppressed with varistors on the array

side of the switch. This allows surge protection of the array even if the interior

disconnect switch is open. Beyond the interior disconnect switch, the dc power

is carried through a raceway system to the inverter enclosure. The inverter's

ac output connects to the service panel board through a raceway. The service

panelboard is provided with residential type lightning arrestors to provide inverter

output circuit protection to induced voltage surges.

An exposed copper house ground bus is located directly below the service panel-

board. This provides a visible and accessible means for terminating all grounding

conductors. The house ground bus is connected to the incoming water service as

prescribed by the National Electric Code. An additional ground rod is provided

should the water service ground be unsuitable.

UL-labeled materials will be used for all phases of the installation. All

equipment will be labeled and a copy of the schematic diagram will be posted in

the equipment room. Appendix B lists the electrical system installation specification.
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Equipment Room Electrical Layout -- The equipment room contains all

major equipment associated with the photovoltaic system with the exception of the

solar array. This room is located on the first level of the house at an exterior

wall next to the outside disconnect switch. The equipment room size is approxi-

mately 3.35 meters x 2.44 meters (11' x 8'). The room also houses the thermal

subsystem equipment as discussed in following sections.

Service entry to the equipment room from the outside disconnect switch is

via a thru-wall nipple. Equipment placement is in accordance with the equipment

room plan shown in Figure 5-16. Wall installed equipment will be mounted on a 3/4"

plywood backboard. The inverter will be floor mounted. Figure 5-16 includes an

equipment room elevation depicting interconnecting wiring with respect to the

equipment placement plan. A tabulation of major equipment is listed in Table 5- 3.

Appendix B provides the complete system installation specification as mentioned

previously.

TABLE 5-3 Major Electrical Equipment List

Equipment
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DISCONNECT SWITCH, FUSED, 2-POLE, 60 AMPERE, 240 VOLT,
NEMA 3R ENCLOSURE

VARISTORS, GE TYPE V275LA40B

DISCONNECT SWITCH, NONFUSED, 2-POLE 60 AMPERE, 240 VOLT,
NEMA 1 ENCLOSURE

INVERTER, ABACUS SUNVERTER, 8 kW

VARISTORS, GE TYPE TLP175

HOUSE CIRCUIT BREAKER PANELBOARD

UTILITY COMPANY SERVICE METER SOCKET
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Lightning Protection -- The lightning environment for the Boston/Madison area

is shown in Table 5-4. Due to the low isokeraunic level in the Northeast and the

low probability of residential building lightning strikes per year, nominal pro-

tection utilizing surge arrestors will be installed on each array input and utility

service lines. The array input terminals are serviced with GE type V275LA40B

varistors. The utility bus is surge suppressed with GE type TLP175 varistors.

These varistor types afford inverter input and output circuit protection due to

high voltage surges.

Table 5-4 Lightning Environment Summary for the Northeast

BOSTON MADISON

ISOKERAUNIC LEVEL 20 41
FLASHES/YR/KM2  3.3 11.0
FLASHES TO GROUND/YR/KM2  21 1.0 1 X3.4 4

BUILDING GROUND PLAN AREA (km) 1.30 X 10-4 1.3 X 10
EQUIVALENT TO 1 STRIKE EVERY 7692 Yrs 2273 Yrs
100 M RADIUS STRIKES/YR 3.1 X 10-2 10.7 X 10-2
EQUIVALENT TO 1 STRIKE EVERY 32 Yrs 9 Yrs

Design Concerns

Bypass Diodes

The system advantages offered by having each PV module bypassed is questionable

from a cost and operation standpoint. The design presented in this text is conserva-

tive; however, the value of having each PV module bypassed must be studied with respect

to module failure rates and cost of module repairs versus system operation at slightly

reduced output, the material and installation costs of diode protection to maintain

this operation may not be desirable. Also, since the diodes maintain array operation

at reduced output in the event of module failure, they mask the fact that the array

is not performing at peak efficiency to the homeowner. Thus, the homeowner is paying

for protection to not know when this is operating below design conditions. Obviously,

some bypass capability is desirable and has design tradeoff results.
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Lighting Protection

The lightning protection technique proposed for this design consists of the use

of varistors at the array terminals and the ac panelboard. The use of varistors

may be questionable since some concerns exist as to their protection and failure

parameters changing with time. For a twenty year designed life for photovoltaic

systems, varistors may present marginal to inadequate protection for adverse effects

due to lightning. However, this fact must be studied in more detail as PV system

installations increase. In the event that varistors are not suitable for this

application, other terminal protection methods for surge suppression may have merit.

One such method incorporates the use of dielectric breakdown devices.

Equipment

Improved isolation and filtering of transients and spikes between the power

conversion system, residential loads and utility lines may become a requirement

in the future. The single point grounding arrangement designed for this system,

in addition to the safety provided, will assist in minimizing any potential problems

in this area. With the elimination of ground loops, detection of any potential

problem will be simplified, and solution of difficulties encountered will be eased.

Fire Safety

Fire safety is an important issue that could not be specifically addressed in

the design other than for general considerations. It is likely that the module

installations will be considered as a roof covering by local building code officials.

In this case, the module installation must receive a fire rating classification in

conformance with the requirements of UL 790, "Test for Fire Resistance of Roof

Covering Materials."

Local fire companies would have to be alerted and instructed in regards to

the potential danger of the energy-producing roof. The location of the dc power

line adjacent to the normal utility line and the exterior disconnect switch should
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alert fire personnel that the house has an additional power supply. However, fire

personnel must be informed that disconnect at the switch still leaves the roof as

an active generator in the daylight and only interrupts power supply to the house.

Thermal Subsystem

Subsystem Components

Thermal Collector -- Several candidate flat plate collectors were examined

for the thermal system. The following list of potential available collectors was

reviewed:

Sunworks
Daystar
Lennox
Solar Energy Products
American Solar King

In addition to flat plate collectors, evacuated tube collectors were also

examined. It was decided, however, that the higher performance at higher operating

temperatures would be more applicable to future detailed design efforts such as

systems with solar cooling. The Sunworks collector was eventually selected since

it is representative of the flat plate candidates in terms of cost and performance.

Other selections could also have been made based on these standpoints alone, but the

Sunworks collector was best suited to the particular roof layout.

Details of the collector are depicted on the Sunworks drawing in Figure 5-17.

The design utilizes a single-glaze, low iron, 1/4 inch, tempered cover glass. The

absorber material is copper sheet with a selective surface which enhances

absorption characteristics. 204 0C (4000F) is the maximum temperature which the

surface should be allowed to reach without causing severe damage to the selective

coating. Parallel grid, 3/8 inch O.D. copper tubing is used, and the side frames

are fabricated out of extruded aluminum. Elastomer gaskets and silicone seals

are employed, and the insulation consists of 1/2 inch glass fiber over one inch of

isocyanurate. The 3' x 7' collectors have internal manifolding.
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This size and the internal manifolding were required as mentioned previously

in order to fit the array to this particular roof. The ten collectors are arranged

in two banks of five, with reverse return piping, a manual vent, and a pressure/

temperature release valve. All connections between the bank and the main piping

use silicone hoses; connections between collectors are either soldered or brazed

(the latter is preferred). Figure 5-18 shows an isometric plumbing diagram of the

complete system showing all system components.

Thermal Energy Storage (TES) -- Storage of sensible heat in water presents the

most practical thermal energy storage mode available. Several latent heat storage

configurations are under development, but many questions related to performance,

life and cost are still to be answered. Hence, water storage was selected. For

simplicity of installation a 350-gallon steel tank suitable for 75 psi test pressure

is located in the equipment room. Make-up water to the tank is fed directly from

the cold water supply through a pressure reducing valve. Energy is fed to the tank

from a collector-to-store packaged heat exchanger by means of pump P2. Energy is

taken from the tank to the hydronic coil by pump P4 and to the solar water heating

coil by pump P3 .

Collector to Store Fluid Loop -- Propylene glycol antifreeze is used in the

collector loop, with standard accessories and a small circulating pump. In addition,

an outdoor Lennox purgecoil unit was installed to hold the temperature of fluid in

the collector below 1000C (2100F) during the summertime, when the collectors will

frequently be in stagnation due to the rather small load. A motorized three-way

valve controls flow to and from the heat dump. The heat exchanger is a rack-type

counterflow heat exchanger such as the Taco model SH-100-SS. This unit is mounted

to the wall of the equipment room and is insulated.
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Hydronic Coil Loop -- Although it would be preferable if the hydronic coil

could be mounted upstream from the fan and heat pump coil, the use of a packaged

domestic heat pump prevented this since neither the coil nor the fan could stand the

high temperature air which would result from the operation of the hydronic coil

during the spring and fall. Instead, the coil was located downstream from the heat

pump unit with a commensurate drop-off in operating efficiency. This drop in

efficiency is caused by the necessity for shutting off the hydronic coil whenever

the storage falls below the output temperature of the heat pump (about 40.6*C (105*F).

This means that the hydronic coil can never drive the TES below that temperature,

and the collectors operate at an elevated temperature more of the time. With a hy-

dronic coil mounted before the heat pump, it would be possible to drop the TES down

to or approaching room temperature with a commensurate increase in collector operat-

ing efficiency. This reduction in efficiency, according to the computer simulations,

amounts to somewhere between 5% and 10%, Thy hydronic coil is a standard Lennox unit

No. CW3-45.

Water Heating Loop -- A single tank 80-gallon water heater is used, with a

solar coil at the bottom of tank and a resistance coil near the top of the tank.

In addition a recirculating system is provided in which pump P3 sends water from

the TES through the solar coil whenever the temperature in the lower part of the

water heater falls below that in the TES. This maximizes the water heating output

from the solar system, and allows the solar to perform all of the water heating at

the time when the TES is at a higher temperature than the water heater, but no

water is being drawn from the system (during vacation, nighttime, etc.).
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Controls -- Two differential controllers are used. One of them operates the

collectors whenever the temperature of a sensor mounted to a separate segment of

absorber plate in one of the collectors (Sl on the diagram) exceeds the tempera-

ture at the bottom of the TES (S2) by more than 8.30C (15 0F), and shuts off the

collectors when that temperature difference drops below 2.8C (50F). During a

typical collection cycle, both pumps P1 and P2 operate, and energy is exchanged

through the collector to storage heat exchanger. When the TES exceeds a high

limit (at about 87.80C (190 0F)), the differential controller unit shuts off pump

2 and diverts the flow from the collectors through the heat dump unit by means

of a three-way motorized valve. The collectors operate normally, based on the

temperature differential between collector and the TES.

The second differential controller operates pump P3 whenever the temperature

at the bottom of the water heater (S4) falls more than a few degrees below the

temperature at the bottom of the TES (S2)'

Finally, the hydronic coil pump P4 is operated by the first stage of a multi-

stage room thermostat. If the hydronic coil is unable to maintain room temperature

on demand from the thermostat, the pump turns off and the heat pump and/or resis-

tance back-up is used. All of the subsystem controls are summarized in Table 5-4.

Equipment Room Thermal Layout

Drawing A-ll, Figure 5-19 shows the details of the equipment room layout.

Basically, the electrical equipment is mounted on the west wall, where the service

entrance drops from the roof and penetrates the wall into the room as discussed

in the previous Section. Details of the electrical equipment were shown in Fig-

ure 5-16, but are reproduced in outline on Drawing A-ll. The thermal system is

located on the east wall of the space, with the TES located in the middle of the

room against the south wall and the water heater located adjacent to the door on
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TABLE 5-4

Summary of Thermal Control Loaic

the north wall. A 3' 8" wide door is provided in order to install and/or remove

the TES. This door communicates with the garage and not with the house.

The main house return air from the second floor drops in the northeast corner

of the room, and a return air grille enters the room through the wall from the

hallway on the first floor. Both these return air streams enter the return air
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CMS-01 Sl >S2 + 15 0 F: Start P-1 and P-2.

Si< S2 + 50 F: Turn off P-1 and P-2.

S2 >190 F (at bottom of tank--top may be higher):

1. Set 3-way diverter valve for collector fluid flow through heat dump

S2 <184 F

2. Reset 3-way valve to normal operation through heat exchanger

CMS-02 S3>S4 + 60 F: Start P-4.

S3< S4 + 20 F: Shut off P-4.

CMS-03 First stage of thermostat: Start P-3 and fan if S-3>adjustable setting

(800F)

No signal if S-3<adjustable setting (80 0 F -

20F)$

Subsequent stages operate heat pump and resistance coil as if solar

system were not present. First stage is locked out if other stages

are operating. Normal water heater aquastat operates resistance coil

at top of water heater when water drops below adjustable setting, and

shuts off coil when water is 40F below adjustable setting.



plenum, which feeds into the vertically mounted heat pump. The heat pump coil

is located at the bottom, followed by the fan and the resistance coil, and the

unit is topped with the supply air plenum. This plenum feeds a vertical duct,

part of which rises to the second floor, and part of which drops to penetrate

the floor slab, from which ducts run under the floor to the various outlets serv-

ing the first floor. Adjacent to the supply air are the pipes to and from the

collectors, which rise to the attic, and then rise up to the roof penetrations

leading to the collectors. (See Figure 5-21.) All of the pumps, valves, fill

points, air scoop, expansion tanks, and heat exchanger are located in the southeast

corner of the room as shown on the east and south elevations on Figure 5-19.

The heating and cooling system in the house is a straightforward ducted warm

air/AC system. Care is taken in the location of the outlets and their sizing

to allow the system to run continuously, and to discharge the air at a low veloc-

ity. Every effort would be made to make the system as quiet as possible and to

avoid some of the irritations of poorly designed warm air systems. A humidifier

and/or electrostatic precipitator can be added on top of the heat pump as requir-

ed by homeowners. The hydronic coil is located to the south of the heat pump

between the supply air plenum and the vertical supply air duct. To accommodate

a two-zone heating and cooling system, motorized dampers would have to be instal-

led in each of the main supply air trunks, and a two-speed fan used in the heat

pump. Alternatively, a single-zone system could be used successfully in the house.

All of the equipment of the thermal subsystem, with suggested manufacturers, is

summarized in Table 5-5.

Collector Installation

The simplest method for mounting the thermal collectors, which are arranged

in a row at the top of the roof, and mating them with the batten PV module roof

is to provide two-by-four wooden standoffs running horizontally across the tops
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TABLE 5-5

Equipment Specification List For Space Heating

and Hot Water System

QUANTITY

10

1

1

1

1

1

4

1

2

1

1

2

1

1

8

1

2

4

DESCRIPTION

internally manifolded, liquid
cooled collectors with selective
surface

rack-type counterflow heat
exchanger

steel TES (75 psi test)

purge coil unit

80 gallon stone-lined water
heater with integral solar
coil (22 ft2 )

hydronic coil

cast iron cartridge type
circulator pumps

3-way diverting valve
(electrically operated)

air scoop/vent/expansion tank
combinations

differential controller--
collector

differential controller--
water heating loop

pressure/temperature relief

valves

vacuum relief valve

pressure reducing valve

bronze gate valves

bronze ball valve

air vents

copper tubing

fittings

silicone hoses with stainless
steel hose clamps

MANUFACTURER

Sunworks "Solector"

TACO

Mass. Engineering Co.

Lennox

Ford

Lennox

TACO

Barber-Coleman

TACO

Independent Energy

Independent Energy

Watts

Watts

Watts

Jenkins

Apollo

Hy Vent

Chase-Walton
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TYPE

Type IM

SH-100-S5

HRW1-130

TC80

CW3-45

008

VP-8074-155-1-8

Combination with
a 443 tank

C-100

C-30

100XL

36A

U5

Fig. 1240

70-105

423

Type M

cast bronze
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of the battens. This leaves plenty of ventilation between the bottom of the

two-by-fours and the roof surface, and provides a simple and visually effective

method for supporting the collectors. The batten roof installation is contin-

ued to the roof edge but the last metal pan sections, which lie beneath the

thermal collectors, obviously do not have PV cells on them. Figure 5-20 and

5-21 provides several details of the installation. In order to avoid crush-

ing the batten strips when mounting the two-by-fours, a 3/4" x 8" cold-rolled

channel is placed between the metal roof pans underneath the batten strip at

the proper location. The bolts which hold the two-by-fours down pass through

this channel, through the roof structure and through a special plywood block

mounted on the underside of the sheathing to spread the load from the double

nut and washer which is screwed onto the end of the bolt (see Detail 6 on Figure

5-20). All such penetrations through the roof are sealed with silicone sealant.

At the very top of the system, lapping over the closure piece, there is a

special fabricated metal ridge cover piece which provides the closure at the top

(see Detail 3 on Figure 5-20).

Two pipes penetrate the roof for the thermal system. A standard flashing

collar is provided where these pipes penetrate the metal pan roof, and the joint

is sealed with silicone. All exterior piping is insulated and covered with a

weatherproof jacket. Depending upon the size of the thermal array, the two-by-

four standoffs extend either the full width of the roof or over the necessary

number of battens to hold up the selected number of collectors. The piping run

from the thermal collectors to the equipment room is shown in Figure 4-9.
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SECTION 6

SYSTEM DESIGN ALTERNATIVES

Introduction

This section discusses several design alternatives that can impact the

system design. These options include a solar hot water heating system only

and a fossil back-up heating and hot water system. Both of these alternatives

change the system load requirements. In addition, some options for the parallel

heat pump system are also discussed.

Solar Hot Water Heating Subsystem

A reduced size thermal subsystem for solar domestic hot water heating only

with no space heating was designed. A single line diagram of the subsystem is

shown in Figure 6-1. The subsystem consists of a single fluid flow loop with

a double walled heat exchanger in.the bottom of the hot water tank. The domestic

hot water tank is oversized and also acts as the thermal storage for the subsystem.

Costs were estimated for the subsystem as presented in Appendix E. Using the same

economic assumptions and methodology as discussed in Section 3, the LCCR was

calculated for several utility sellback ratios. Figure 6-2 shows the results as

a function of thermal collector area. For the 50% sellback rate, the minimum LCCR

2
occurs at an area of 8 m2. Four Sunworks collectors, equalling 7.8 m

were selected as the design point along with the 28 series x 4 parallel (73.6 m2)

PV array. It is noted that in comparing these results to the DHW and space

heating system, the DHW-only system yields a greater economical viability. This

is due to the lower system capital cost resulting in a less complex thermal

subsystem.
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Figure 6-3 shows the thermal subsystem output with collector area variation

and storage tank size. At the design point of 7.8 m2, 65% of the DHW requirement

is supplied, similar to that provided by the system with DHW and space heating

as discussed in Section 3. The annual thermal subsystem output continues to

increase with increasing thermal storage size; however, 120 gallons is the

largest DHW available and thus, was selected as the tank size. Utilizing one

tank, however, requires a degree of stratification within the tank for efficient

heat transfer.

The monthly system design performance for Boston is shown in Figure 6-4.

As mentioned, the system provides approximately 56% of the annual hot water

requirements. Nearly all of the thermal requirements are supplied during the

summer months. The electrical system output shows a net flow to the utility

during the summer. The electrical system output is identical to that shown in

Figure 3-9; however, the electrical load requirements are higher for the hot

water only system.

The isometric schematic for the system is shown in Figure 6-5. The water

heating system, as mentioned, consists of four Sunworks SolectoQcollectors and a

120 gallon water heater. A circulating pump moves the water/antifreeze through

the solar heating coil at the bottom of the water heater and through the collectors

whenever the collector sensor registers a temperature more than 8.3C (15F) higher

than temperature at the bottom of the storage tank; the pump turns off at a 2.8C
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(50F) differential. If the bottom section of the water heater cannot adequately

bring the domestic water up to use temperature, the resistance coil at the top,

operating off a separate aquastat, provides the additional energy. During most

of the summer, the solar collectors are able to keep the water heater at a tempera-

ture elevated well above use temperature, eliminating the use of the resistance

coil. The mixing valve located downstream from the water heater is an essential

element in the system, to prevent the user from drawing domestic water at 82.2 0C

or 87.80C (1800F or 1900 F). The system is basically similar to a variety of

standard domestic water heating packages using the single tank principal. The

solar coil at the bottom of the tank is a double-wall coil, with a self-draining

feature to prevent antifreeze from entering domestic water in case of a rupture.

No heat-dump device is used. A summary of all the system components is listed in

Table 6-1.
f nt
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TABLE 6-1.

LIST OF SOLAR HOT WATER HEATING EQUIPMENT

QUANTITY

4

MANUFACTURER

Sunworks "Solector"

Ford

TYPE

Type IM

TC120

TACO 008

DESCRIPTION

internally manifolded, liquid
cooled collectors with selective
surface

120 gallon stone-lined water
heater with integral solar
coil (22 ft2 )

cast iron cartridge type
circulator pump

air scoop/vent/expansion tank
combinations

differential controller --
collector

pressure/temperature relief
valve

bronze gate valves

bronze ball valve

air vents

copper tubing

fittings

silicone hoses with stainless
steel hose clamps

thermostatic mixing valve

Combination with
a 442 tank

C-100

100XL

Fig. 1240

70-105

423

Type M

cast bronze

1

2

1

1

3

1

2

2

1 TACO 526
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Fossil Fired Heating and Hot Water

The PV/Thermal system described in this report was designed for an all

electric house; however, the design could also be employed with a fossil fired

heating and hot water system. Therefore, an analysis of the system performance

for this latter case in Boston was completed, and compared with the all electric

system results. Figure 6-6 shows a block diagram for each of the systems with

a summary of energy use distribution for the two systems with and without the

solar systems. The total electrical load for the fossil heating system is re-

duced, thus affecting the amount of energy sold back to the utility. The

L C C R ratio for the two systems, assuming an average electricity price of

6.16 t/kWh and an average oil price of $6.77/106 BTU in 1980$, still favors the

solar system with the all electric HVAC system.

Parallel Heat Pump Configuration Alternative

A potential system alternative which would be advantageous from a performance

standpoint for the parallel solar assisted heat pump system includes the following:

(1) location of hydronic coil between the fan and the heat pump coil

(2) tandem operation of the hydronic coil and heat pump when allowable

(3) use of a two speed heat pump

At present, standard heat pump designs do not allow for the insertion of any

hardware between the fan and the heat pump coil. The insertion of a hydronic coil

would allow for tandem operation when the TES temperature was between 26.70C
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(800F) and 40.60C (1050F). The heat pump would operate alone if the TES temperature

fell below 26.70C (800F) while for TES values above 40.60C (105 0F), the hydronic

coil would act alone.

A 2 speed heat pump should be commercially available in 1986, and this will

allow for greater compressor efficiency.

The advantages of such a design would be a lower thermal system operating

temperature and a higher collector efficiency with a potential for an overall

higher system COP. On the other hand, this design necessitates increased control

complexity and hardware design modifications and thus, increased costs. A complete

performance gain and system cost analysis would be required to determine ultimate

potential of the design.
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APPENDIX A

POWER CONVERSION SYSTEM SPECIFICATION

The current "state of the art" technology for power conversion devices

does not provide for off-the-shelf "catalog" packages to meet all the needs

of residential photovoltaic applications. This situation is changing with

the development of photovoltaic application designs, and several conversion

devices are currently being developed. This specification was provided by

Abacus Controls, Inc., describing their developmental unit selected for this

design.
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APPLICATION REVISIONS
NEXT ASSY USED ON LTR DESCRIPTION DATE APPROVED

SCR SERIES

SUNVERTeR SPECIFICATIONS

INPUT

1. Input is from a photovoltaic array with or without a battery.

2. Input DC voltage range is 100 to 240VDC.

2.1 .Automatic startup at 180VDC.

2.2 Automatic turn-off at 160VDC.

2.3 Automatic turn-off at 240VDC.

3. Ripple current returned to utility: 2 rms of DC current.

OUTPUT

Nominal output is 240VAC 60Hz Single Phase.

4. Utility intertie

4.1 Two wire 240VAC (utility supplies neutral for 120V/120V).

4.2 Output current is phaselocked to utility voltage, resulting
in unity power factor.

4.3 Output current is amplitude regulated with amplitude set by
internal calibrated adjustment or signal from the max power
track module.

4.4 Harmonic distortion of the current into the utility is 5j THD.

4.5 Automatic disconnect if utility voltage is less than 216VAC.

4.6 Automatic disconnect if utility voltage is greater than 264VAC.

4.7 Automatic disconnect if current exceeds rating.

UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED CONTRACT NO.
DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHES 80 READINGTON ROAD

TOLERANCES ON AREIcuNsIconNtroSc.II SOMERVILLE, N. J. 0A7
FRACTIONS DECIMALS ANGLES_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

1/44 .005 1 /

MATERIAL CHECKEDSCR SERIES

MATER _AL_ E hE SUNVERTER SPECIFICATIONS

FINISH APPROVAL SIZE

A 54241 1 0 551

SCALE SHEET
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4.8 Automatic disconnect if phaselock is broken.

4.9 Automatic disconnect on loss of utility.

5. Stand Alone (Optional)

5.1 Three wire 240VAC 60Hz Single Phase.

5.2 Voltage regulation +2%.

5.3 Voltage is phaselocked to utility voltage if present;
otherwise, 60Hz +.25Hz.

5.4 Voltage harmonic distortion: 4% THD, 3% maximum any one
frequency.

5.5 Automatic disconnect if inverter voltage is less than 216VAC.

5.6 Automatic disconnect if inverter voltage is greater than 264VAC.

5.7 Current limit protected and short circuit protected.

CONTROLS AND DISPLAYS

6. Front Panel

6.1 On-Off Switch

6.2 Mode Select

a. Stand alone (inverter to load)

b. Utility intertie (utility to load, inverter in
parallel when available)

6.3 DC On Light

6.4 AC On Light

6.5 Contactor Open (red)

7. Inside Sunverter

7.1 Power level set adjustment (utility mode)

7.2 Contactor Reset

7.3 Contactor On-Off

7.4 Frequency Adjust

7.5 Voltage Adjust

A-3 10561
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GENERAL

3. Efficiency is 90 or greater from 40 load to full load.

9. Tare power is 500W maximum at 160VDC input.

10.

11.

12.

13.

Cooling is forced air as required (fans automnati cally turned

on and off by thermal switch).

Size is 48"w x 24"d x 4d"h.

Weight is 560 lbs. (10KVA)

Input/output isolation: 1500VAC hipot.

SAFETY FEATURES

(These are in addition to automatic turn offs and disconnects cited
above.)

14. DC On-Off Switch

15. Input fuses, both lines

16. Output fuses, both lines

17. Automatic turn off for power semiconductor overtemperature.
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APPENDIX B

PHOTOVOLTAIC ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION

SPECIFICATIONS

PART 1: GENERAL

1.1 REFERENCES

A. Cooperate and coordinate all electrical work with

other contractors on site.

B. The complete residence with all facilities will be
constructed under another contract. The utility

company service will be in place along with the

house circuit breaker panelboard and the customary

house wiring system. The roof will be constructed
and covered with roofing felt ready for P.V. module
installation.

1.2 SCOPE OF WORK

A. Provide all labor, materials, equipment, and super-
vision necessary to complete the electrical work
associated with a roof-mounted photovoltaic (P.V.)
system, including all equipment identified up to the
point of attachment to the regular house service

panelboard.

1.3 WORK NOT INCLUDED

A. Normal house AC wiring system.

B. Construction of house including roof underlayment
and roofing felts.

1.4 QUALITY ASSURANCE

A. The work shall be executed in strict conformity with

the latest edition of the National Electric Code and
all local regulations that may apply. In case of
conflict between contract documents and a governing

code or ordinance, the more stringent standard shall
apply.

B. Unless otherwise specified or indicated, materials
and workmanship shall conform with the following
standards and specifications (latest edition):

1. National Electric Code.

2. Occupational Safety and Health Act.

3. Standards of Underwriters' Laboratories (U.L.).

4. National Fire Protection Association (NFPA).

5. National Electrical Safety Code.

6. Local Codes.

C. Carry out tests, secure permits, pay fees, and arrange
for all inspection of regulatory agencies for work
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1.5 SUBMISSION DATA

A. Submit six (6) copies of all equipment to be in-
corporated into the work for approval prior to
ordering same.

1.6 PRODUCT DELIVERS STORAGE, HANDLING
f

A. All equipment, upon receipt,shall be inspected for
damage and shall then be stored and protected from
damage until project completion.

1.7 OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS AND MAINTENANCE MANUALS

A. Provide operating instructions to designated persons
with respect to operation functions and maintenance
procedures for all equipment and systems installed.

B. At project completion, provide two (2) copies of
bound brochures including all shop drawings, main-
tenance manuals, and spare parts lists.

1.8 ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS

A. The P.V. array will produce an output of approxi-
mately 168 volts DC, which will then be inverted to
a nominal voltage of 120/240 volts, single phase.
Capacity of the system is approximately 6700 watts.

1.9 TEMPORARY LIGHT AND POWER

A. Provide temporary electricity as required to allow
completion of the work. Remove any temporary wiring
when no longer required.

1.10 RECORD DRAWINGS

A. Maintain two (2) copies of the documents on site

and record any revisions on one set as the job pro-

gresses. At project completion, transfer all changes
to the other set.
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PART 2: PRODUCTS

2.1 RACEWAYS AND FITTINGS

A. Conduit - General

1. No conduit shall be used smaller than 1/2
diameter. No conduit shall have more than

four (4) 900 bends in any one run and, where
necessary, pull boxes shall be provided.

2. Rigid PVC conduit shall be Schedule 40 U.L.
listed for 900 C. All fittings shall be sol-
vent connected. Provide threaded fittings
where connected to metallic boxes. PVC conduit

shall be equal to Carlon. PVC conduit shall be
used for exterior work and for raceways en-
closing ground conductors.

3. Thin wall conduit (EMT), zinc coated steel, con-
forming to industry standards shall be used for
all interior raceway systems including the attic
collector system. Fittings for EMT shall be
compression type or set screw. EMT shall be
equal to Pittsburgh Standard Conduit Company,

Republic Steel Tube, or Youngstown Sheet and
Tube Company.

4. Conduit Fittings

a. Insulated bushings shall be provided on all
raceways larger than 3/4".

b. Access fittings shall be type LL, LR, or LB
as requried, and shall be equal to Appleton,
Crouse-Hinds, or RACO.

B. Outlet, Pull, and Junction Boxes

1. Each outlet box shall have sufficient volume to
accommodate the quantity and size conductors

entering the box in accordance with the require-

ments of the National Electric Code. Outlet
boxes shall be pressed steel as manufactured by
Steel City, RACO, or Appleton.

2. Pull boxes or junction boxes, if required, shall
be constructed of code gauge sheet metal of a
size not less than required by the National
Electric Code if no size is indicated on the
drawings, and shall have hinged doors.
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2.2 SUPPLEMENTARY STEEL, CHANNEL, AND SUPPORTS

A. Furnish and install all supplementary steel, channel,

and supports necessary for the proper mounting and
support of all equipment Provide minimum of 3/4"
thick plywood backboard, for mounting of equipment
in the Mechanical Room.

B. All supplementary steel, channel, and supports shall

by U.L. approved, be galvanized steel, and be as
manufactured by Steel City, Unistrut, Power Strut,

or Kindorf.

2.3 CONDUCTORS

A. All conductors shall be stranded copper of the size
indicated on the drawings. All conductors shall be
Type THWN rated900C for dry locations and 75C for
wet locations.

B. Conductors for use on the DC system shall be color

coded red for positive and black for negative. AC
conductors shall be color coded black for Phase A,
red for Phase B, white for neutral and green for

ground.

C. All conductor terminations shall be made up by stan-
dard lug connections on equipment having same. Ter-

minations made up for attic collector system attach-
ment to positive or negative array interconnect cables

shall be split bolt type tap connectors as manu-
factured by Burndy, Type KS.

D. All terminations, other than jacks at module inter-
connect cables, shall be insulated.

2.4 SAFETY SWITCHES

A. Safety switches shall be general duty 2-pole fused
or non-fused in NEMA I or NEMA 3R enclosures as in-
dicated on the drawings and shall be capable of being
padlocked. Switches shall be equal to General
Electric, Westinghouse, or Square D.

2.5 GROUNDING SYSTEM

A. There shall be three (3) isolated ground systems as
follows:

1. Grounded Neutral: The house wiring system neutral
shall be grounded only at the house panel by means
of a #6 AWG connection between the panel neutral

bus and the panel ground bus. The panel neutral
block shall be isolated from the panel enclosure.
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2. Equipment Ground: A #6 AWG green insulated
ground shall be looped between all equipment and
shall be connected to each piece of equipment

by means of a ground lug on the equipment. This

conductor shall terminate at the house ground
bus.

3. Varistor Ground: The #14 AWG green insulated
ground conductor from the Varistors shall be con-

nected through a separate conduit system. This
ground shall terminate at the house ground bus

below the house service panel.

4. House Ground Bus: Provide a 12" long 1/8" x 1"

copper ground bus on standoff insulators 12"
above the floor below the house AC panel. There

shall be three (3) ground connections to the bus

as follows: #6 AWG ground to house panel ground
bus, #6 AWG ground to equipment ground system,

and #14 AWG ground for Varistor grounding. Pro-
vide a #6 AWG ground from the bus to the enter-

ing.water system in accordance with code. In

addition, provide a #6 AWG ground to a driven3/4"
by 10' long copper weld ground rod. This ground

rod shall be located within the Equipment Room
and shall extend 4" above the slab.

5. Varistor Surge Protection

a. Furnish and install Varistors for surge pro-

tection which shall be mounted in a junction

box sized as required on the drawings. The

junction box shall be provided with an insula-

ting mounting block and terminal bar isolated

from the metal structure. A #114 AWG ground
wire shall be tap connected to the positive

bus conductor which is to be protected by

means of Burndy Servit Type KS split bolt
connector. This connector shall be insulated
by taping. The load side #14 AWG ground from
the Varistors shall be interconnected to the

house ground bus located below the house panel.

b. Varistors shall be General Electric catalog

number V275 LA40B.

B. Furnish and install a General Electric Lightning
Arrestor nippled to the side of the house service
panelboard. Unit shall be catalog number TLP 175
and shall be connected with black leads to line
busses and white to ground.
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2.6 PHOTOVOLTAIC ARRAY EQUIPMENT

A. The photovoltaic array as indicated on the drawings
consists of 112 high density modules each with a
nominal electrical performance at 28 0C of 6 volts
DC, 60 watts, premanufactured interconnecting cables,

module hold down clips, and batten covers.

B. The1 overall array shall be installed as sixteen (16)
vertical rows of seven (7) modules each. Each group
of four (4) rows (28 modules) shall be interconnected
in series by use of the premanufactured interconnect-

ing cables. Each series group (4 total) shall then
be connected in parallel to the collector system

located in the attic.

C. The collector system in the attic shall consist of
standard raceways and junction boxes affixed to the
under side of the roof rafters. A raceway sleeve
shall be provided from each box through the roof at
a convenient location centered at the junction between

adjacent rows of modules. Due to spacing of roof
rafters and the nominal 24" spacing of modules, it
may be necessary to penetrate the roof at an angle

to clear the rafters. The conduit sleeve shall ter-

minate with a bushing above the roof. The space be-

tween the sleeve and the roof structure shall be

water proofed and the inside of the sleeve shall be

water proofed after installation of the interconnect

cable.

D. The array modules shall be attached to the roof
structure by means of the hold down clips detailed
on the drawings. Hold down clips shall be screwed
to the roof surface.

E. After installation of the modules and interconnect

cables, the batten covers shall be installed.

F. S ix types of interconnect cables are required as

follows:

1. Type A Cable: #14 AWG insulated copper stranded
cable with plug jack on each end to mate with
module output connector. Overall length approxi-
mately 18" to be used for series connection be-
tween positive connector of one module to nega-
tive connector of adjacent module. A total of
96 Type "A" cables are required.

2. Type B Cable: Same construction as Type A except
approximately 25' long to be used for series
connection between positive connector at top of

one vertical row to negative connector at bottom
of adjacent vertical row. A total of 12 Type "B"
cables are required.
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3. Type C Cable: Same construction as type A and
Type B cables except plug jack on one end. Total
length approximately 30 feet. Cable to be field
cut to actual required length to be used for
the negative connection from the

last module series group to the collector
system. A total of four (4) Type "C" cables
are required.

4. Type "D" Cable: Type "D" cable is 10 feet
long with a module plug jack on one end.
These cables have an inline diode installed as
in integral part of the cable located 6 inches
from the module plug jack end. Type "D" cable
is the same construction as Type "A" cable.
Type "D" cable is cut to the required length
during installation and a total of four (4)
are required. This cable is used for the
positive connection from the first module series
group to the collector system.

5. Type "E" Cable: This cable is of the same con-
struction as Type "A" cable. Type "E" cable
is 40 inches in length with module plug jacks
on both ends and an inline diode installed mid-
way between the jacks. A total of 97 Type"E"
cables are required. This cable is used for
diode bypassing modules.

6. Type "F" Cable: This cable is the same con-
struction as Type "A" cable. This cable is 8
feet long with module plug jacks on both ends
and an inline diode installed 6 inches from
the (-) jack. A total of 15 Type "F" cables
are required. This cable is used for diode
bypassing modules.

7. Cable Types "D, "E", and "F" are polarized
cables and are so indicated with (+) and (-)
.notations.
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PART 3: EXECUTION

3.1 WORK COORDINATION AND JOB OPERATIONS

A. Be responsible for all equipment necessary for
erection of the roof array including staging. Com-
mencement of array erection signifies acceptance

of the surface upon which the modules are to be

installed. Refer to installation manual for sug-

gested erection process.

B. Coordinate all work prior to starting with all exist-

ing conditions of the structure.

3.2 PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS

A. The drawings showing layout of equipment, especially
within the Equipment Room, show a suggested layout.
Carefully check dimensions of all equipment and make
any adjustments necessary to accommodate any varia-
tions.

B. Post the schematic diagram and equipment plan and
elevation (drawings E-6 and E-7) at a reduced scale

under glass in the Equipment Room.

3.3 SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION

A. Provide screwed-on phenolic nameplates (black with

white engraving) on all equipment.

3.4 WORKMANSHIP AND INSTALLATION METHODS

A. All work shall be installed in a first-class manner
consistent with best current trade practices. All
materials and equipment shall be securely installed
plumb and/or level.

B. All raceways shall be properly aligned, grouped and
supported at right angles to or parallel with the
principal building members.

C. Any holes drilled through structure shall be neatly
made and properly sealed after equipment installation.

D. All wiring in panelboards and enclosures shall be
neatly formed and grouped.

E. Be responsible for all safety precautions and rubbish
removal. Leave site in clean condition-.
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Appendix C

DESIGN TRADEOFF DETAILS

PV Module and Thermal Collector

The arrangement of the photovoltaic modules and the thermal collectors on

the residential roof surface are influenced by several key considerations which

include

" System performance effects

" Simplicity of design and construction

" Aesthetic appearance

" Safety of residents and service personnel

" Accessibility

" Snow shedding ability

Each of these considerations were reviewed in selecting the final roof

installation. Several side-by-side PV array and thermal collector layouts were

considered on the available roof area. Considerations were given to the elec-

trical circuits achievable with the batten module running up the roof slant

height. An even number of rows of PV modules was desirable to develop branch

circuits. In addition, the thermal collectors could be mounted in several

locations as indicated in Figure G-1.

The thermal collectors were finally located along the roof ridge with the PV

array running beneath the thermal collectors to the eave. This layout was

selected to allow sufficient snow shedding from the roof. The thermal collectors

have a higher profile on the roof than the ARCO-Solar batten modules and a snow
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buildup at the area where the two collector arrays meet could result if the

thermal collectors were mounted along the eave.

The ARCO-Solar batten modules are designed to run vertically up the roof. A

maximum of four parallel circuits of 28 modules in a series string of four

adjacent rows can be accommodated on the available roof area, with approximately

225 square feet of area available for thermal collectors,

Electrical Installation Issues

General

The basic ground rule in the design of the electrical interconnection and

collection system was to employ conventional wiring systems and methods giving

full consideration to requirements of the National Electric Code as may be

interpreted by the regulatory authorities charged with code enforcement and

also safety to the installing contractor and the end user.

Panel Interconnections Code Concerns

Article 225 of the National Electric Code with respect to exterior cir-

cuitry allows several wiring methods including "approved cables" or conductors

in raceways. If a raceway is used, it must be raintight. It would be difficult

to classify the batten cover as a raceway or wireway as it does not enclose the

conductors on all sides. Article 300 "Wiring Methods" requires that a box or

fitting be installed at each conductor splice connection point. Exception #1

would allow these splice connections in a wireway. Since the batten cover assembly

cannot be classified as a wireway, it follows that splices cannot be made under

the batten cover.
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The code does allow use of "approved cables" without a raceway system.

The modules have a connector assembly built in which requires the use of a

suitable mating jack for interconnecting cables. If standard interconnecting

cables with "factory installed" jacks were used, the interpretation can be

made of the code allowing this system without raceways and outlet boxes under

the "approved cables" section referenced in Article 225.

The parallel connection of module cables to the cabling system can

only be interpreted as a "splice connection point". Article 300-15 applies

and requires a box or fitting. These boxes, if on the roof, would present

weatherproofing problems if exposed on the roof due to the necessity of a

method of passage from below the batten cover to the box. The box on the roof

was, therefore, rejected. A second solution would be to install the box

below the horizontal cap assembly, necessary for weatherproofing the vertical

rows. The code requirements for accessibility of boxes would then require

that either the horizontal cap be easily removable or that access covers be

provided in the cap. This would pose another water proofing problem.

Since the residence has a accessible attic, the best solution was to in-

stall the splice boxes in the attic and to interconnect the series arrays by

a "manufactured cable" with a jack at one end.
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Power Conversion Subsystem Tradeoffs

The PCS sizing was a key design tradeoff. As discussed in Section 5,

the size was based upon the annual distribution of the array maximum power

point and its associated voltage. Madison insolation and meteorological vari-

ations were used to establish the array output parameters. Madison provided

the extreme variations for the Northeast. Figures C-2 and C-3 show the array

maximum power point and maximum power voltage annual distribution functions for

Boston weather variations. Similar curves were presented in Section 5 for Madison.

Review of the curves shows two items of interest with respect to the actual annual

array location dependent performance and the array rating based upon standard

operating conditions (SOC). In both regions, actual peak power exceeds array

rated power, but the annual incremental portion of energy produced above the

array rated power is a small portion of the total annual energy produced. In

all cases, also, the bulk of the annual energy is produced at maximum power

voltages in excess of the array rated voltage. These results are attributed

to the actual site distributions of solar irradiance, temperature and wind speed

as opposed to the standard conditions for array rating.

The power duration curves for the corresponding system design selection

are shown in Figures C-4 and C-5 for Madison and Boston, respectively.

Thermal System Configurations

Combining solar with heat pumps in systems has several advantages. The

addition of a solar collector, with associated thermal storage, to a heat pump
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can provide much greater energy efficiency. It also affords the possibility

of lessened electrical peak power demand because thermal storage is available

and because control strategies can be applied which provide for solar heat to

satisfy the peak building heat demand.

Many configurations for combined systems are possible and have been

studied; References 13, 14 and 15 are a few studies. Figures C-6 represents a

parallel system and Figure C-7 shows a series heat arrangement. While the

figures show no domestic water heating function, provision for water preheating

is always of economic advantage where a solar space heating system exists.

The parallel system (Figure C-6) is simply the combination of a simple

solar system and an air-to-air heat pump. Much of the backup heating is per-

formed by the heat pump. The heat pump also adds cooling capability to the

system. Of all combined solar and heat pump systems, this is the only one for

which all components are commercially available.

The series system (Figure C-7) operates as a simple solar system when

storage temperatures are sufficiently high (greater than 40 0C., high temperature

control point). When storage temperatures are too low for practical heat supply

via the direct heat exchanger in the air handler, the heat pump draws heat

from thermal storage to supply the house demand. Storage temperatures may now

be drawn down as far as the heat pump design or transfer fluid freezing point

permits (i.e., down to the low temperature control point). As storage tempera-

tures are lowered, heat pump efficiency and heating capacity decrease and
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collector efficiency increases. Since collectors operate more efficiently when

collection temperatures are low, series systems are always more efficient than

simple solar systems (given the same collector array) because greater use of

solar energy necessarily reduces use of other energy. This advantage exists

irrespective of heat pump COP. Currently commercially available water source

heat pumps are, however, designed for a source temperature range of 7 to 250C.

There is a great deal of development work currently underway for series heat

pump system, however, this design effort concentrated on the parallel arrangement.

For the parallel solar heat pump system, several options exist for fluid

loop configurations. The configuration selected (see Figure 3-3) represents a

straightforward fluid flow arrangement. Options also exist for DHW heating

arrangements. Two possible configurations are shown in Figure C-8. The first

option preheats the domestic hot water in a single pass through the TES tank.

It has the advantage of lower cost due to less components, however, it does not

necessarily extract the maximum energy from the TES tank, due to the single pass.

The other option in the Figure has a continuous recirculating flow between the

TES and the DHW tank whenever a minimum temperature difference exists. This

option results in a lower TES operating temperature and a higher energy utili-

zation (12% additional thermal output over single pass option). This arrangement

also delivers more thermal energy to hot water heating over the space heating

requirement when compared to the single pass system resulting in displacement

of a higher cost conventional energy (I2R in the DHW tank versus electrical input

to the heat pump). The disadvantagesinclude the requirement for an extra pump

and additional control logic. This recirculation loop was selected for the design

effort.
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Figure C-8. DHW Options for Solar Heating System
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Cost-to-Benefit Economic Tradeoffs

In addition to the LCCR values discussed in Section 3, the levelized

annual cost-to-benefit ratios were also calcu' 'ed. These ratios were

calculated for Boston and Madison over the same collector area range (0 to 40m2

thermal area and 31.5 m2 to 73.6 m2 PV array area) and utility sellback ratio

(30% to 70% of the purchase price) as used to calculate LCCR. The results are

shown in Figures C-9 and C-10. The trends in the curves are identical as in

the LCCR curves (Figures 3-5 and 3-6),and the same conclusions can be reached

from both sets of curves. The LCCR curves represent the correct approach to

optimizing the system design size, namely, equal marginal costs and marginal

benefits. The cost-to-benefit curves normally would tend to undersize the

system size; however, for this application, the difference between the two sets

of curves is minimal. The cost-to-benefit curves have been included in

the report for completeness.
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APPENDIX D

PERFORMANCE SIMULATION MODEL AND INPUT DATA

The simulation model is an adaotation of an analytical model developed durina

previous DOE-sponsored studies. The model permits the assessment of system

performance on an annual basis using hourly SOLMET TMY data tapes as the input.

The program calculates, for each daylight hour, the solar array maximum power

operating point voltage and power using an iterative calculation procedure based

on models for current-voltage characteristics, array temperature, and insolation

as described below. The losses in the inverter are then determined based on

solar array output power.

Solar Array Electrical Model

The synthesis of the solar array current-voltage characteristic, as a function

of the total insolation on the surface and the solar cell temperature, is modeled

based on a single cell characteristic which is represented by the following

relationship:

I= C-E-I - - I exp r K (V+IR ) ,-1

Where

I = Cell output current (Amperes/cm2)

V = Voltage across cell terminals (Volts)

ISC = Illumination current (virtually equal to short-circuit current)

(Amperes/cm 2 )

C = Ratio of the total insolation incident on the solar cells to the

reference insolation for the basic cell characteristics (100mW/cm2)

RP = Shunt resistance of the cell (Ohms-cm2)

10 = Reverse saturation current of the ideal diode characteristics

(Ioc)

SC ~RP

D-1
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K = Coefficient of the exponential (Volts-1)

RS = Series resistance of the cell (Ohms-cm2)

Voc = Cell open circuit voltage (Volts)

E = Encapsulation loss or gain expressed as the fraction of bare cell

short-circuit current.

ISC' RS, RP, K and Voc are represented by polynominals of the form:

Y = a0 + a1T + a2T3 + a4T4 + a5 T5 + a6 T6

where

T = Solar cell temperature ( C)

Y = Dependent variable (ISC' R, R, K, or Voc)

The values of the coefficients are selected to represent the characteristics of

the solar cells used in the shingle module as shown in Figure 4-6. The total

solar array output characteristics are calculated based on the single cell

characteristic by multiplying the voltages and currents by the number of cells in

series and parallel , respectively. In addition, the series resistance of panel

wiring is accounted for in the array characteristic.

Insolation Model

The value for total insolation (direct plus diffuse) on the sloped surface is

obtained from the values for the direct and diffuse components of the insolation

on a horizontal surface as obtained from the SOLMET TMY data tape by applying the

following relationship:
H+ [ 1+cosi3 + + (1 -cos

HT = HDIR %IR DIF 2 2

where

HT = Total insolation on the sloped solar array surface

HDIF = Diffuse component of the solar flux incident on a horizontal surface

H DI = Direct components of the solar flux incident on a horizontal surface.
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P = angle between horizontal and solar array surface

p = the reflectance of the surrounding ground

(a value of 0.4 was assumed in the analysis)

The value of RDIR is the ratio of the cosine of the solar angle of incidence

(9.) on the tilted solar array surface to the cosine of the solar angle of

incidence (h) on a horizontal surface. The value of cos e. is determined as

a function of the day of year, time of day and surface location and orientation

in accordance with the following relationship:

cose0. = sin 6[sin@cosP#-cosycos0sin3]
1

+ sinysin p/cos 6 sin w

+ cos5b cosw [rEcos y'sin 0 sinj3 + cos 0 cos ,6]

where

9. = Angle of incidence of beam radiation measured between the beam

and the normal to the solar array surface

0 = Site latitude (north is positive)

b = Solar declination angle

P3 = Angle between horizontal and solar array surface

= Solar array surface azimuth angle (zero is due south, west of

south is positive)

w = Hour angle (zero is solar noon)

For a horizontal surface this expression reduces to:

cos Oh = sin 6 sin $ + cos b cos w cos $

Array Thermal Model

The temperature of a roof-mounted solar cell module was calculated based on

natural convective cooling from the front surface of the module installation.

Under this condition the heat balance equation for the solar cell modules is given

by:

arp+ 0.3 (1-p) HTOTAL = (T - Tb + E (T 11 4-T +kT -T- T 4 4+k(T1T TlA J el m el kycl
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where

HTOTAL = total insolation on the sloping solar array surface (W/m2)

p = ratio of solar cell area to total module area

a's = solar absorptance of solar cells

Tamb = ambient temperature ( K)

Tsky = sky temperature ( K)

TR = temperature of the living space under solar array ( K)=2960K

Tcell = solar cell module temperature ( K)

ho = convective film coefficient on the exposed module surface

(W/m2 K)

k = 0.213 (W/m2 K)

c = hemispherical emittance of the front surface of the solar cell

modules

a = Stefan-Boltzmann constant

= 5.6697 x 10-8 2 OK4

The sky temperature, Tsky, is calculated, using the relationship given in

Reference 6:

Tsky = 0.0552 (Tamb) 1.5

The film coefficient, ho, is calculated using the relationship given in Reference 7.

h = 1.247 [(T - Tb) cos p 1/3 + 3. 81V

where

p = slope angle of roof (measured from horizontal)

V = wind speed (m/s)
The heat balance equation given above was solved using an iterative technique

to yield the results shown in Figure D-1.
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Recent data obtained by JPL indicates that the analytical model slightly

overpredicts cell temperature, with the result that predictions

of cell output contain a conservative bias.

Inverter Loss Model

The power

following

losses in a line-commutated inverter can be approximated by the

model:

PL = K1 + K2 I + K3 12
where

P

K1

= inverter losses (Watts)

= constant losses (Watts) associated with logic circuitry, coils,

transformer and inductor

K2  constant voltage drops (Volts) associated with the SCR bridge

K3 = resistive losses (Ohms) associated with the transformer, inductor and

wiring

I = current (Amperes)

The values for these constants we w

mechanisms are listed in Table D-1.

ell as the values of their component loss

TABLE D-1

Components of Inverter Loss Model

K1 = 500 Watts

K2 = 1.5 Volts

K3 = 0.171 Ohms
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INPUT DATA

The PV system simulation model requires input data, refpresenting the PV system

characteristics and hourly histories of local weather, insolation,and residential

electrical and space conditioning loads. Each of these input items is discussed

below.

PV System Data

This data provides a description of the system in terms of its electrical

characteristics. It includes such information as the number of solar cells in

each series circuit and the number of parallel circuits. For this design, a 28

series by 4 parallel circuit was modeled, Cabling resistance and module inter-

connection resistance are also input for determining power losses from the dc

output to the inverter input.

Weather Data

The National Climatic Center has recently made available rehabilitated combined

hourly solar radiation and meteorological data for twenty-six sites across -the

United States. These SOLMET data sites have had the solar radiation values corrected

to reduce some of the major data errors and gaps, and to provide non-measured direct

radiation data on the basis of the most recently developed correlation techniques with

measured total radiation data. The SOLMET records provide up to a twenty-three year

record for the selected sites.

Sandia has recently prepared a synthetic Typical Meteorological Year (TMY) for each

of the twenty-six SOLMET sites. These TMY data tapes are based upon a selection

of the most typical January, February, etc. available in the years of record for

each site. Typical months were selected by a weighting technique for insolation,

temperature and wind speed. These TMY SOLMET records for all 26 sites are available
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at GE. They provide a real weather data base for solar system performance evaluation

and comparison.

The TMY weather tapes for Boston and Madison were used in this analysis.

Electrical Load Data

Electrical loads for other than space conditioning were divided into three categories.

The first categoy was that of diversified or base load demand and includes lights

and many miscellaneous applications in the modern home. The second group was

cooking and clothes drying and the third grouping was heating of water for domestic

use. Profiles of the integrated amount of energy used during each hour of the day for

the various categories of energy usage were developed for 1977 by utilizing a wide

variety of references.. From the data examined, it was hypothesized that an annual

usage of 5540 kWh would be representative of the diversified energy usage by a

typical family of four persons in 1977. Since lights and some appliances (e.g.,

refrigeration equipment and HVAC auxiliaries) do have seasonal variations in their

use, profiles for four seasons were developed. No significant regional variations

were found. The cooking and clothes drying profile was found to have negligible

seasonal and regional variations, and their annual load was determined to be 2220

kWh for the 1977 time period. An annual hot water load was similarly determined

at 4940 kWh but a regional correction was applied to both the hourly profile and

the annual value to account for difference in ground temperature across the

country. Seasonal variations were also incorporated.

All the profiles and annual values developed for 1977 were modified for projected

usage trends in 1986 according to the rationale indicated in Table D-2.
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TABLE D-2

Seasonal Regional and Projection Adjustments of Loads

Seasonal
Variations

Regional
Differences

1986 Projection Effects
from 1977 Base Year

base load profiles for no corrections usage decreased by
demand 4 seasons used 1 1/4% per year

(11 1/4%)

cooking none no corrections cooking reduced by 1%/yr.
clothes drying significant used rying reduced by 1/2%/yr.

(total 6 3/4%)

domestic profiles for 4 regional adjustment reduce by 1 1/4%/yr.
hot water seasons identified factor identified (total 11 1/4%)

(.75 to 1,16)
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The 1986 electrical load profiles were developed by applying the projected energy

reduction factors from Table D-1 to each of the corresponding components of the

total electrical load for 1977. Profiles of the components of the average daily

electrical load (exclusive of space conditioning) for 1986 are shown in Figure D-1

The annual total of each component is tabulated below.

Component Load, kWh

Baseload 4917

Cooking and clothes drying 2070

Domestic hot water(average) 4384
Adjustment factors
Phoenix = 0.88
Albuquerque = 1.05

Space Conditioning Loads

Space heating and cooling loads for the residence were computed on an hourly basis

utilizing General Electric's Building Thermal Transient Load (BTTL) program.

Program inputs included hourly weather and insolation data, building usage schedules,

and a thermal model of the house. The thermal model was developed from the

architectural plans and analytically represented the significant heat flow paths,

thermal capacitances, and heat generating elements of the house. The model assumed

two thermostatically independent zones: one the living area; the other, the bed-

room area. In winter, the living area thermostat was set at 200C (68*F) during

the day and at 17.2 C (63*F) at night; while the bedroom thermostat was maintained

at 17.2*C (63*F) day and night. During the summer, the living and bedroom areas

thermostats were set at 25.60C (78*F) day and night.

The house was assumed to be-occupied by a four-member family. The internal

sensible and latent heat generated by occupants, lighting, cooking and miscellaneous

appliances was derived from the hourly profiles of electrical loads and cooking loads
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established in the previous section. The latent portion of the load was esti-

mated from any showers, boiling of water or other evaporative type processes

occurring within the residence besides that due to human presence.

The infiltration rate through window and door leakage was assumed to be a function

of wind speed. Since air flows are due to changes in air-stream static pressure,

which, over the surfaces of buildings, are approximately proportional to the

square of wind speed, the following equation was used in calculating infiltration

gain of the building:

Infiltration = 0.25 + 0.5 x (M/sec3wndspeed)2 air change per hour

Monthly space heating and cooling load profiles for the single family residence

in Boston and Madison are listed in Table D-3. It is important to note that

these space conditioning loads are loads which are satisfied by the heating and

cooling equipment. In the all electric house the heat pump supplies these loads

and creates an electrical demand equivalent to the space conditioning load

divided by the heat pump COP. The monthly profiles of heat pump electrical re-

quirements are shown in Figure D-2 for Boston and Madison. The space conditioning

demands are calculated hourly during the simulation and these plots only provide

the monthly summaries.
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TABLE D-3

Northeast Single Family Monthly Thermal Load Profiles

Si te
Loca- Boston Madison

tions (kWh) (kWh)

Month Cooling Heating Cooling Heating

January 0 2439 0 3172

February 0 1565 0 2473

March 0 1537 0 2011

April 0 613 0 637

May 11 288 23 192

June 59 32 59 9

July 922 0 949 0

August 801 0 662 0

September 343 0 11 38

October 13 246 0 435

November 1 960 0 1524

December 0 2079 0 2580

TOTAL 2149 9759 1704 13071
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APPENDIX E

ECONOMIC MODEL AND ASSUMPTIONS

Economic Methodology

Many of the simple investment evaluation techniques, such as payback time or simple

return, suffer from two major drawbacks: life of the investment is not considered,

and uneven costs and/or benefit streams cannot be handled.

The second item is of critical importance to alternate energy systems since virtually

any economic scenario projects rising energy prices and therefore a steadily increas-

ing benefit stream from an alternate energy system. For this reason, considerable

effort has been made to stress "life cycle costing" for energy systems. The follow-

ing sections describe the life cycle costing model used in the analysis for system

sizing.

Levelized Annual Cost

True life cycle cost analysis must necessarily consider the timing of costs and

benefits as well as the magnitude. A method employed in previous General Electric

solar and wind energy programs is to compare Levelized Annual Benefits (LAB),

representing system energy savings, with the Levelized Annual Cost (LAC), the levelized

dollar amount required to own, operate, and maintain a system during each year of

the life of the system. Specifically, the levelized annual cost accounts for:

1. "Paying off" system capital costs (mortgage principal)

2. Paying mortgage interest

3. Paying property taxes and insurance

4. Paying operating and maintenance expenses.

For cost evaluation and comparison of systems for future implementation, it is

appropriate to express the levelized annual cost (LAC) referenced to a particular

year, e.g., 1980. The result is the levelized annual cost in constant (base year)

dollars given by:

LAC (constant $) =CRF x FCR x I + AOC
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where I is the capital cost of the solar system and AOC is the annual system

operating cost which includes operation and maintenance and insurance. The parameter

FCR is the fixed charge rate and represents the yearly cost of ownership, expressed

as a percent of the capital cost, I. These costs consist of mortgage interest,

principal and property taxes. The parameter CRF is the capital recovery factor,

defined as the uniform periodic payment (as a fraction of the original principal)

that will fully repay a loan (including all interest) in yearly periods over the

loan lifetime at a specified yearly interest rate. The interest rate r used to

calculate CRF is called the discount rate and for the homeowner is equal to the

after-tax interest rate of the mortgage.

The relation expressing CRF as a function of r and system lifetime N is given as

CRF = r(l+r)N

(l+r)N-

The parameter CRF' is the corresponding capital recovery factor in constant (base

year) dollars. CRF' is based on the real (or inflation adjusted) discount rate,

r', defined as

' l+r -lr=1 + g-1

where g is the general inflation rate. The equation for CRF also applies for CRF'

with r' replacing r.

It should be noted that the LAC equation applies only to those systems without

storage batteries since no replacement costs are necessary. For systems with storage,

an additional term of the form

CRF' ,
-1 '' rB(1 + r)
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must be added to account for the replacement of the battery in the eleventh year

(e.g., for a battery life of 10 years). Here, I'B is the cost of the replacement

battery in constant 1980 dollars.

Levelized Annual Benefits

The comparison of the energy cost savings of the solar system to the levelized

annual cost is accomplished by computing the levelized annual benefits (LAB) for

the energy savings. LAB is inherently a function of present and projected energy

prices and may be expressed by

LAB (constant $) = CRF x M x p x E

where E0 represents the annual energy saved by the solar system, M is an energy

saving multiplier which is defined as the levelized value of an encalating cost

stream which accounts for the rate of energy price escalation over the lifetime

of the system, and p0 is the energy price in year zero (for a 1986 start, year zero

becomes 1985). For stand-alone systems, minimum monthly energy charges are

included as a benefit in the computation of LAB.

The multiplier M is a function of energy price escalation rate (f), system lifetime

(N), and discount rate (r), and is expressed as

M= r (l+ f) (1 + r)N -( 1 +f)N
r - f (1 + r)N - 1

The energy price in year zero (p ) is related to the energy price in constant (base

year) dollars per energy unit (p) through the expression

* When r = f: M = CRF - N
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p0 =p + f
o EL + g'

where Q is the number of years from the base year to year zero (value of 5 was used

for a 1986 start with a base year of 1980).

The economic viability of a system can be measured through the use of the cost-to-

benefit ratio, which is defined as the ratio of the levelized annual cost to the

levelized annual benefit. The system can be economically viable when the cost-to-

benefit ratio is less than unity. The break-even system cost occurs when the ratio

is exactly unity, i.e., when LAC and LAB are equal.

Economic Assumptions

This subsection spells out the basic assumptions that will be used in the economic

analysis of PV residential systems. These assumptions concern the price of electricity

in the designated regions for the 1986 time period and system capital cost. Also

considered are assumptions regarding inflation, interest, and tax rates insofar

as they will affect economic comparison results.

Model Assumptions

In order to utilize the cost-to-benefit ratio for system sizing studies, a set of

economic assumptions were developed. These assumptions are summarized in Table E-1.

Most of these assumptions are consistent with assumptions utilized in previous

residential studies as Reference 1. All of the economic calculations were completed

for a 1986 start in constant 1980$. The overall average inflation rate of 5 percent

was assumed through the time frame of the analysis. This value is low according

to current rates but since the cost-to-benefit ratio analysis becomes independent

of the inflation rate and to maintain similarity to previous work, this value was
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TABLE E-1.

Economic Assumptions for Optimization

* 1986 Start " Sell Back To Buy Ratio: 0.3, 0.5 & 0.7

" General Inflation Rate: 5% " System Life: 20'Years

" Insurance: 0.5% Of Capital Cost " Maintenance: $100/Yr.

" Electricity Price Escalation: " 1980$
4% Over Inflation

" Mortgage Rate: 10%

" Tax Bracket: 35%

" No property Tax

used. In addition, a resultant homeowner mortgage rate of 10 percent for a 20-year

loan was assumed with a marginal income tax rate of 35 percent for the homeowner.

This is equivalent to a taxable income of approximately $25,000 at present tax rates.

A 20-year life will be assumed for the solar systems of interest. Since

several states and local communities have already exempted solar systems from

property tax, no additional property tax will be assumed. These figures imply

an annual cost or "fixed charge" of about 9.1% of the initial photovoltaic

system cost. Annual operating costs are assumed to be $100/year for operation

and maintenance and 0.5% of system cost for insurance. All components of the

solar system are assumed to have the same lifetime as the system (20 years) except

for batteries (10 years), where applicable.

An electricity price escalation of 4% over inflation was also used in the

analysis, although the cost-to-benefit ratio analysis allows the extension to

other escalation rates and system lifetime assumptions by a constant adjustment

factor as done in Reference 1. The sell back price of the energy to the

utility was varied between .3 and .7 of the buy price to show the effects

of these values on system sizing.
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PV System Capital Cost Estimates

To calculate the LAC, an, estimate of the system capital cost is required. These

cost estimates were made assuming 1986 price projections for equipment or 1986

National PV Program cost goals as for the array. In addition, estimates for

installation costs and all remaining equipment costs were estimated as part of

the balance of system costs. These latter values are only estimates made prior

to final system design selection since the intent was to use these values in a

relative comparison for system sizing and tradeoffs. The detailed design data

within this report now can be used for obtaining detailed costs for installation

and all small equipment costs. All the costs are in 1980$ and include in general,

two 15% markups for distribution and contractors. These markups are probably low,

but are used in this analysis until more detailed numbers are available for dis-

tribution network.

The system capital costs were divided into an array cost and balance of system

costs. The balance of system costs were further separated into a fixed cost

(however small a PV installation, a minimum amount of equipment, and thus, cost,

is required independent of system size) and a variable cost based on system size.

The variable, or area-related costs of a photovoltaic system include the cost of

modules, array installation, and a portion of the power conditioning. The fixed

costs obviously include the roof to load wiring, switchgear and power condition-

ing installation. There are other less obvious fixed costs, however.

For example, the cost of a power conditioning unit will include basic labor,

cabinet and parts costs independent of size. In the area of operation and main-

tenance, a large fraction of the cost will not be area related. This would include

almost all PCU and switchgear maintenance. For any given system, more or less

fixed costs may be present, but the general contributors will remain.
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The array cost assumed is the National PV Program goal of 70t/peak watt or $700/kWp

on site. The balance of the photovoltaic system costs were made up of array instal-

lation estimates, power conditioning subsystem costs and remaining equipment costs.

The array installation cost estimate was based on labor and material estimates from

the 1978 Building Cost File Index for conventional asphalt shingle installation and

increased by an assumed factor of 3 to account for the additional complexity of the

PV batten installation. The resulting cost is $35.35/m2 per unit array installation.

Labor and material credit for weather-tight replacement of the conventional shingles

was then given at $12.29/m 2 for a net array installation cost of $23.06/m2. These

values are consistent with residential array installation cost estimates developed

by Burt Hill Kosar Rittleman Associates, Reference 11, where non-optimized flat PV

panel installation costs were approximately $40/m2 and roof credits for integrated

arrays were approximately $11/m2

The power conditioning subsystem cost estimated was based on cost projections from

Abacus assuming high production levels in 1986. Several current cost quotes for the

complete power conditioning unit for 4, 6, and 10 kW sized systems showed a fixed

cost independent of system size and variable cost dependent on system size. Based

on this data, the cost estimate for 1986 was separated into a fixed and variable

cost and then adjusted with two 15% markups resulting in the PCS system cost esti-

mate of $820 + $215/kW in 1980$. The per kW value is not the peak array value,

but the output rating of the inverter selected.
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The remaining fixed balance of system cost estimates include costs for junction

boxes, disconnect switches, varistors, cabling and miscellaneous connectors, wire

and tape and installation labor. Applying the markups resulted in a fixed cost

of $738. All of these system cost estimates are summarized in Table E-2. The

costs listed in Table E-2 are basically direct system costs, however, imbedded in

the assumed values are also the indirect costs associated with system design and

installation. Some of the indirect costs could include architect fees, real estate

fees, interest during construction, project management costs and the cost of the

contingency and spares. It is difficult to estimate all of these indirect costs

TABLE E-2.

Array Installation and Balance of Photovoltaic System Costs

BATTEN ARRAY INSTALLATION ESTIMATES

Labor + Material
Credit For Conventional Shingles

POWER CONDITIONING COSTS

(Based on Projected High Production Estimates for 1986)
Includes Inverter, Input Filter and Transformer

Cost = $820 + $215/kW

B-0-P EQUIPMENT COST ESTIMATES

(Includes Switches, Junction Boxes, Varistors,
Cabling, etc.)

SUMMARY

ARRAY $
VARIABLE COSTS $
FIXED COSTS $

$35.35/m2
-$12.29/m2
$23.06/m2

$820 + $215/kW

$783

925/kWp
23.06/m 2 + $215/kW
1603
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and therefore, they are included in general terms. The table also does not separ-

ately list the fixed costs associated with operation and maintenance for the system.

These costs are normally added in the LAC calculation as a levelized annual value of

$100/yr. This value relates back to a fixed capital cost of $1590 for the economic

assumptions listed in Table E-1. No attempt was made to break out a fixed and

variable portion of the operation and maintenance costs for this analysis.

Thermal System Capital Cost Estimates

Similarly, a capital cost estimate is required for the thermal system costs. In this

case, however, thermal system equipment is currently available and instead of a cost

goal for the thermal collectors, actual current cost estimates were used. Similar

values for all of the remaining thermal system equipment were also made from catalogs

and phone quotes. These numbers were all rounded since only a total system cost

estimate was needed and additional installation estimates were made. Table E-3

lists the cost estimates. Potential cost reductions for 1986 can be evaluated

parametrically with the ratio of thermal system costs to PV system costs.

The thermal system costs can also be divided into a fixed and variable portion to

evaluate capital cost differences with system size. For simplicity, however, only

the collector cost and the thermal storage cost were considered variable and all

the remaining equipment was assumed fixed. This is a good assumption since the

thermal system size was not varied over a very large range. The resulting cost

breakdown is listed in Table E-4.

Cost estimates were also developed for a solar thermal domestic hot water system.

This system is less complex than the space heating system, thus, resulting in a
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Table E-3

Space Heating/DHW System Cost Estimates

In 1980 Dollars

10 Collectors

Thermal Storage Tank

Heat Exchanger

Hydronic Coil

Pumps

Differential Controller

Heat Dump

Piping

Piping Accessories and Valves

Insulation of Piping and TES

10% Mark-up

Total

Material Cost

3,000

630

350

200

320

200

150

350

450

550

600

6,800

Installed Cost

3,550

830

380

300

470

530

390

650

650

650

600

9,000

Table E-4

Thermal System Cost Estimate

Thermal Collectors:

Thermal Storage:

B-C-P Equipment:

(Pumps, Coils, Values

Piping, Etc.)

$182.50/m2

$ 42.50/m2

$4612

Total Thermal System Cost = $225/m2 + $4612

(@ 19.5m1LEquals $9000.)
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lower capital cost. Table E-5 summarizes these cost estimates.

Table E-5

All Domestic Hot Water System

Cost Estimates in 1980 Dollars

Component

4 COLLECTORS

Hot Water Tank

Double Walled Heat Exchanger

Pump

Piping

Piping Accessories and Valves

Insulation of Tank and Piping

10% Markup

Total

Material Cost

1 ,200

800

200

100

100

100

200

300

3,000

Total Hot Water System Costs = $182

Installed Cost

1 ,400

900

220

140

160

130

250

300

3,500

.5/m2 + $2077

Energy Price Estimates

Strong regional differences exist in energy pricing especially in electricity.

The previous General Electric study of residential photovoltaic system performance

(Reference 1) used electrical cost data developed from typical electrical bills

as reported by the Federal Power Commission for 1975 (FPC is now a branch of DOE),

Reference 9. An effort was made during this present study to establish the 1979

rates for electricity on a similar basis so that meaningful comparisons with the re-
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sults of the previous study might be possible. Lack of the latest available data

for 1979 during this analysis effort led to an alternate approach for estimating

current electrical prices. Therefore, the electrical rates for single family resi-

dences used in this current analysis were obtained directly from the local utility

companies. These rates should be consistent with the type of data published by the

Federal Power Commission, and were used for the simulation studies. The rates ob-

tained directly from the local utilities include all costs (e.g. minimum service

charge and fuel adjustment charge). These rates were used for monthly bills typical

of the loads discussed in Appendix D and an average rate developed and adjusted to

1980 dollars as shown in Table E-6 for several cities.

Table E-6

Electrical Cost Estimates for Residential Service

Cost
City 1980$/kwh Utility

Albuquerque .042 Public Service of New Mexico

Boston .062 Boston Edison Company

Miami .050 Florida Power & Light Co.

Phoenix .057 Arizona Public Service Co.

Madison .051 -
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OREGON

NORTH DAKOTA David Francis Costa, Jr. AIA
David Francis Costa, Jr. & Assoc.
210 Ellsworth Street
Albany OR 97321
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Thomas W. Merrill
Thomas W. Merrill Architects
321 SW. Sixth
Albany OR 97321

Blider T. Nott

Box 602 Jetty Road
Bandon OR 97471

PENNSYLVANIA

James L. Harter, Sr. AIA
J. L. Harter Associates
41 S. Tenth Street
Allentown PA 18102

Paul J. Schmitz AIA
The Wolf Partnership Architects
7 South 7th Street
Allentown PA 18101

Steve Nearhoof
Energy Design Associates
114 Diamong Street
Butler PA 16001

John Oster
Burt Hill Kosar Rittelmann
400 Morgan Center
Butler PA 16001

William F. Milburn
Robert G. Werden and Associates Inc.
P.O. Box 414
Jenkintown PA 20736

Benjamin J. Policicchio AIA
Johnstown Architects', Inc.

GKI Building 777 Coucher Street
Johnstown PA 15905

Joseph Del Ciotto AIA
Joseph J. Del Ciotto, Jr. Architect
201 Church Road
Lansdale PA 19446

Don Prowler
South Street Design
2233 Grays Ferry Avenue
Philadelphia PA 19146

William J. Bates AIA
William J. Bates Architect
57 Marlin Drive West
Pittsburgh PA 15216

Volker Hartkopf
519 College of Fine Arts
Carnegie Mellon University
Pittsburgh PA 15213

Frank Grauman
Bohlin Powell Brwon
182 N. Franklin Street
Wilkes-Barre PA 18701

PUERTO RICO

RHODE ISLAND

SOUTH CAROLINA

M. David Egan PE

P.O. Box 365

Anderson SC 29621

Dick Lamar AlA

Dick Lamar Architect

201 Woodrow Street

Columbia SC 29205

SOUTH DAKOTA

TENNESSEE

William L. Ambrose III AIA

Architects Weeks and Ambrose.

30 Market Square Mall

Knoxville TN 37902
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Bill Barth
Barth & Ramsbottom
5006 Whittaker Drive
Knoxville TN 37919

Franz P. Scheuermann AIA
Office of Franz Peter Scheuermann
Park Street P.O. Box 1008
Stowe VT 05672

Gary Copeland

3181"Poplai Avenue
Memphis TN 38111

Gary Ford
Steelcraft Corporation
Box 12408
Memphis TN 38112

TEXAS

Clovis Heimsath FAIA
Clovis Heimsath Associates
On the Square
Fayetteville TX 78940

M. E. Croston, Jr. AIA
Parker Croston Associates
P.O. Box 1927 3108 W. 6th Street
Fort Worth TX 76101

John T. Martin AIA
John Martin Associates Architects
506 Heights Blvd.
Houston TX 77007

George Way
Tackett Way Lodholz
3121 Buffalo Speedway Suite 400
Houston TX 77098

James A. Burran, Jr. AIA
Burran and Smith AIA Partners

P.O. Box 6724
Lubbock TX 79413

UTAH

.. .L : L L L L - - - .L.1 !.!.!.. . !. .t ! .t_ ! . .L

VERMONT

W. Ted Montgomery
Circus Studies
Box 500
Waitsfield VT 05673

VIRGIN ISLANDS

VIRGINIA

David Johnston
Potomac Energy Group
401 Wythe Street
Alexandria VA 22314

Thomas L. Ainscough AIA
Talbot and Associates
P.O. Box 2224
Virginia Beach VA 23452

Sam Cravotta
One Design
Mountain Fall RTE
Winchester VA 22601

WASHINGTON

Omer Mithun FAIA

2000 112th Ave, NE.
Bellevue WA 98004

Al Abramson
Sunpower Industries of Kent
10837 86th SE 200th
Kent WA 98031

Charles Ripley
Olympic Engineering
3070 George Washington Way
Richland WA 99352
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Cliff Gross AIA
Harthorne Hagen Gross AIA & Associates
220 Marina Mart 1500 Westlake N.
Seattle WA 98109

Jan Kafranic
Ronald R. Campbell & Associates
2150 North 107th Street
Seattle WA 98133

Wendell H. Lovett FAIA
Wendell H. Lovett Architect
2134 Third Avenue
Seattle WA 98121

Clayton Yong
Clayton Yong Associates
2366 Eastlake Avenue
Seattle WA 98102

Bruce Mauser AIA
Environmental Concern
Box 2128
Spokane WA 92210

Dennis N. Young AIA
Environomic Design, Dennis N. Young AIA
W. 905 Riverside
Spokane WA 99201

Douglas S. Nichols AIA
Architects' Forum
211 E. 11th Street, Suite 105
Vancouver WA 98660

Mark van Deyclat
Warehouse Specialist, Inc.

655 Brighton Beach Road
Menasha WI 54952

James L. Gensler AIA
Gensler Architects Inc.
819 Marshall Street
Milwaukee WI 53202

Kenneth L. Van Dehy, Jr. AIA
Kenneth L. Van Dehy Architects
8501 West Becher Street
Milwaukee WI 53227

Robert M. Miller AIA
Miller Wagner Coenen Inc.
250 N. Green Bay Rd./P.O. Box 396
Neenah WI 54956

O.JJ !.-- 1.JJ=-J -J:--J--JJJ " J-J-

WYOMING

Bill McTavish
Pacific Power & Light Company
Box 720
Casper WY 82602

WEST VIRGINIA

Robert L. Raffle
Tinsley Azariah Galyean Architects

1010 Washington Street East

Charleston WV 25301

George A. Smyth AlA
George A. Smyth Architect
601A E. Brockway Ave. P.O. Box 1233
Morgantown WV 26505

WISCONSIN
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